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Summary 
This graduate project focuses on the optimal estimation of white-modeled state-space systems. The 
optimal estimation consists of the estimation of unknown parameters and the reconstruction of the 
state. In practice a two-point boundary value problem for a set of differential equations must be 
solved. So far no methods are available to find a guaranteed solution to the aforementioned 
problem. 
For general systems a workable algorithm for identification has already been presented. The theory 
and algorithm have been examined and reformulated to be applicable to a larger range of state-
space systems. 
From the theoretical basis an abstract model description has been made. In the abstract model 
identifiable building blocks are represented by objects. Each object has an interface consisting of 
attributes and methods, although no implementation has been given yet. Between the objects 
relationships are defined to represent the type of relation or interaction. A workable iterative 
process to derive such an abstract model has been presented. 
For the implementation of the abstract model the object-oriented programming language C++ was 
chosen. From the abstract model a new implementation model has been derived. Classes are 
defined that correspond to the objects of the abstract model. In these classes the actual 
implementation of the interfaces is conceived. The set of classes forms the core of the functionality 
needed to perform the identification of state-space systems. The most important surplus value is 
code reusability and platform independence. 
For the Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0 platform an application has been written to act as a 
controlling and interacting shell for the functionality of the core classes. Since Matlab was chosen to 
provide the capabilities of pre- and post-processing of data, a connection through Matlab files has 
been made. The program, called TUE OptEst 98, is a 32-bit multi-threading application with a 
graphical user interface. Also, because of the object oriented design the set of systems that are 
available for identification can be extended with only a minimum of programming. 
The application has been tested and used by others. The algorithm has proven to function well and 
interesting results have been achieved. Among these are the identifications of laboratory systems 
described by extended mechanical and polytopic models. The robustness of the algorithm has not 
been investigated nor has a mathematical proof for convergence to a solution been given. These 
latter issues remain to be examined. 
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Introduction 
In this first chapter the problem definition for the research project will be stated. Although the 
definition is precise its context and background deserves some clarification. An assessment of the 
technologies involved and position of the problem within the current time frame is made. Finally, a 
strategy and approach to tackle the problem in a structured way is suggested with a short preface to 
the next chapters. 
Problem definition 
At this point it is difficult to prelude or elaborate on the definition of the problem. The exact 
context and explanation of the terms are not given yet. In the chapters to follow everything will be 
explained and clarified. The statement of the problem definition for this research project will be 
given as is. 

Problem definition 

Development of a generic numeric tool for the optimal estimation problem. 

The problem definition does not come out of nowhere. The theory behind the identification of 
state-space systems is a well-developed part of physics and fundamental engineering. It is not 
intended that the theory be an important innovative factor. It will make an excellent basis for the 
definition of the context and the algorithms. Already other applications have been written to solve 
the optimal estimation problem. The application that must be developed will address several issues 
that are drawbacks for the existing programs. 
Technology assessment 
More often than not a particular automation problem is handled by finding an ad hoc, sometimes 
even a prima vista solution. As a short-term and fast result this can be considered useful. However, 
taking into account long-term factors, one will find that such an approach to solving problems and 
implementing these is highly inadequate and often a waste of effort. Providing automation solutions 
thusly has no surplus value and does not contribute to a structured approach aimed at the future. 
One of the latest trends in the world of software development is the use of object-oriented design 
methodologies and the use of component technologies. The components are used to build 
applications from reusable building blocks that are conceived by adhering to object-oriented design 
guidelines. This approach is taken especially for business application. The knowledge, 
methodologies and strategy are applicable to many other fields, not in the least scientific research. 
Strangely enough, one hardly ever finds these techniques in the physics field, even though there is a 
great demand for custom solutions to particular problems. 
In physical research dedicated software is used for a variety of reasons. For example, equipment for 
experiments use computers for their data acquisition and corresponding software is developed and 
used to perform the acquisition and all sorts of calculations involved in the research. The research 
projects, where such software is developed, are often long term occupations, ranging from one to 
several years. Especially in this area it is extremely valuable to invest in a structured development of 
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reusable software. Yet, researchers tend to prefer the quick solution on short notice to the long-
term benefits of structured design. Experience shows that a well-planned route from start to end is 
only partially taken. The start of the abstraction process of object-oriented design is second nature 
to scientists and the implementation in software is the desired result. It is the section in between that 
is often skipped or suffers from negligence. 
The intention of this study is to produce results that are valuable in a larger context and applicable 
to more than the particular problem at hand. Not only should terms such as reusability hold for the 
developed source code, but also for the results and the way they are achieved. It is the intention that 
this report offers an overview of the entire route from problem definition to the final product. 
In the end the whole project will prove to contain several valuable elements that are well worth the 
time invested. It contains several steps in a design and implementation process that can be used for 
almost any other situation in software design. The central message is that results and the way these 
results are achieved should be reusable in similar and other situations. In this light the project can be 
seen as a case study for the development of an application along a practical and guided route, 
regardless of its use and design. 
Project strategy 
The problem definition explicitly states the creation of an application. Several issues must be 
addressed for the application to work. As the core functionality is a calculation it is logical to think 
of the application as a calculating core with a graphical user interface. The project is broken into 
several parts, each with a clearly defined goal and purpose. For non-trivial problems an object-
oriented strategy is desirable as it is intended to break down the main problem into smaller ones. In 
physical science one can find similar approaches to tackle a large research by isolating sub-problems 
and solving these. 
The project strategy can be best described as follows. The main problem will be split into the 
development of a reusable core that performs system identifications and the design of a graphical 
user interface with file-based support and interconnectivity to other applications. Object-oriented 
analysis and design will form the foundation upon which the creation of the core is based. The first 
phase will be the setting of a clearly specified problem definition for the core after a thorough 
examination of the identification theory. Once the core has been designed it can be implemented in 
a programming language. Finally, the graphical application can be created and tested. The results 
that are achieved by the following system identifications will be discussed in the end. The next 
paragraph will give some additional information. 
Chapter preface 
First of all the existing theory is examined and reformulated to form a solid basis from an object-
oriented point of view. Chapter 2 presents the theory in the new form and introduces a set of 
conditions for which a workable algorithm to identify systems will hold. 
Based upon the theory Chapter 3 first focuses on the principles of object-oriented analysis and 
design. A scheme to identify objects for an abstract model of the problem definition is presented 
and used to create a model for the core functionality of the application, i.e. the optimal estimation 
of state-space systems. The next step towards implementation is taken by translating the abstract 
model into an implementation model. The objects of the abstract model are converted into classes 
that form. The choice of programming language will be discussed as well. Lastly, Chapter 3 covers 
the implementation of the application for a specific platform. The basics of the creation of an 
application with the use of an application framework are skipped. The emphasis is on the 
peculiarities of the new classes and their use.  
The results of the object-oriented design and implementation and the results from the identification 
of systems with the application for three particular cases are given in Chapter 4 and 5. 
The entire approach and strategy will lead to some conclusions. These are summarized in Chapter 6. 
Recommendations for the continuation of this project are made as well. 
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Theory of system identification 
In this chapter the theoretical basis of system identification will be explained. First, the concept of 
system identification will be outlined with the intention to supply a framework in which the theory 
can be placed. System modeling will be briefly discussed whereupon the mathematical theory of the 
optimal estimation problem is explained. At the end of the theory a recap is given that will set the 
boundaries of the area where system identifications can be performed. Moreover, the recap aids in 
the formulation of an identification algorithm based upon certain system description types. The 
algorithm is to be implemented, which will be exhaustingly discussed in the following chapters. 

Modeling of systems 
For real-life systems one often needs a workable abstraction of reality. The process of creating an 
abstract representation of a system is referred to as the modeling of systems. The three major types 
of models currently used are black, gray and white models. From black to white models the a priori 
theoretical physical knowledge increases. As this knowledge increases more individual physical 
entities are introduced and used in the description. 
Black models incorporate no system knowledge at all and merely mimic the input-output behavior 
of the systems. They rely purely on the data of measurements. One of the methods by which this 
can be accomplished is a black box construction, i.e. a model with many adjustable parameters that 
are tuned to fit the measured input-output relations. In general, the parameters do not correspond 
directly to any of the physical entities that the system has, whether they are modeled or not. 
White models on the other hand are based upon the physical laws that describe the system. Starting 
with an abstraction and knowledge of the system, internal dynamics are described by means of the 
physical equations that apply. A common class of models defines an internal state for the system. 
The corresponding systems are called state-space systems. 
Grey modeling is in effect the combination of black and white models. A priori knowledge can be 
used to create a white model of the system that suites up to a certain degree. A black model 
compensates the hiatus in this description. For example, a linear theoretical model could be used to 
describe the motion of a non-linear system. Because the chosen description does not cover all of 
the system’s dynamics, a neural network, a type of black modeling, is added to represent the non-
linear behavior of the system. Grey modeling is often a form of hybrid modeling. Other recent 
topics of gray modeling are polytopic models, which will be used as one of the examples in later 
chapters. 
So far no statements are made about the validity of the model and the extent to which the model 
adequately describes the system. It may very well be possible that the model introduces errors 
regarding the actual behavior. Such a model is said to less correctly describe the system. 
Identification, an introduction 
Whenever a model for a system has one or more unknown parameters, one needs to perform an 
identification of the system. In the process of identifying a system the parameters are determined to 
correctly describe the input-output relation of the system. In other words, unknown parameters are 
estimated. 
Since the range of types of models differ greatly from black to white, no general method of 
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identification is available for different modeling types. In this report we will focus on the particular 
type of identification for white-modeled systems. The range is confined to state-space models in 
particular. Even within the state-space description of systems there is a large number of classes of 
system models available. Therefore, an attempt is made to keep the identification process applicable 
to all of these classes. The aim is to make it extendible for systems that correspond to the conditions 
that will be set. 
For state-space systems identification often means more than the estimation of parameters. The 
state of the system is unknown in most cases, and must be reconstructed as well. The combination 
of estimation of unknown system parameters and reconstruction of state offers an exciting 
challenge. 
State-space description of systems 
The meaning of the term state-space that is used throughout this report is perhaps somewhat 
different from the usual context of the literature. Here, state-space is taken more literally. A model 
describing a system with an internal state x that can vary in time as described by state equations 
qualifies as a state-space model. No assumptions are made as to the exact form of the state or state 
equation. 
Normally a state-space system experiences an external input u that can influence the state of the 
system in time. Therefore it is plausible to assume that a state-space description incorporates some 
sort of interaction as a result of the input. The state equation is said to be an explicit function of at 
least u and t. 
With the context of the class of state-space models outlined, two explicit types of models will be 
explained and discussed in detail, as will their respective method of identification. From now on a 
system modeled by a certain state-space class is called a system from that class. 
Mechanical systems 
A mechanical system is defined as a state-space system that has n degrees of freedom. The position 
s, velocity v and acceleration a are all n-sized vectors. A number of r constant parameters appear in 
the measurement equation and equation of motion. p of these are unknown and gathered in the 
vector θ, referred to as the unknown parameter vector. These four vectors are related as follows:  






s v
v a

0

=
=

=θ

 

The differential equation ( 2 ) has a mass matrix M, a distribution matrix H and a Coriolis vector h 
that are functions of each of the vectors from ( 1 ) and time t. Equation ( 2 ) represents the so-called 
equation of motion. 

0uvsHvshasM =⋅++⋅ ),,,(),,,(),,( ttt θθθ  
The vector u is a m-sized column of applied external loads called the input vector. 
There are y controlled outputs in the output vector y.  

),,,,,( tauθvsky =  
The l measurements that are made of the input, outputs and other model 
measurements are represented by a vector z. One of the key points in the identification process is 
that a model fitting these measurements well is expected to describe the system input-output 
relation accurately [Mol90]. The measurement equation is 

z g s v G s v a R s v u= + ⋅ + ⋅( , , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , )θ θ θt t t  

Estimators and residuals 
Obviously not all of the state variables are known, since we are dealing with a combination of 
parameter estimation and state reconstruction. So, estimators for each of the variables in equations 
( 1 ) are introduced, denoted by the hat ^ symbol. For uniformity, the unknown constant 

( 1 ) 

( 2 ) 

( 3 ) 

( 4 ) 
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parameters vector θ is also given a time-varying estimator. 
Next, residual vectors ξ and ζ on each of the equations ( 1 ) through ( 4 ) are entered into the 
equation to express the uncertainty that exists in them. Formulated in a different way, the vectors 
are some sort of freedom to the physics in the equations. Moreover, they make it possible to 
individually and independently adjust each of the states, since the estimators are decoupled. 
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M s a h s v H s v u(, , )  (, , , ) (, , , ) θ θ θ ζt t t⋅ + + ⋅ = 1  

z z g s v a G s v R s v um t t t= + = ⋅ + + ⋅ + (, , , )  (, , , ) (, , , ) ζ θ θ θ ζ2 2  

Extended state form 
The vectors s, v, a, θ and u can be combined into an extended state form. The new vectors x and p 
are denoted as the extended state and extended input vector respectively. These vectors are 
organized as 
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Equation ( 5 ) then reduces to  
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Similarly, the equation of motion and measurement combine into a single equation with a new 
vector f and a new matrix F, that are functions of the extended state estimator x and time t 
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Optimal estimation 
The next step in the process of identification is a definition of a cost functional that has to be 
minimized in order to minimize the residuals ξ and ζ of equations ( 9 ) and ( 10 ). [Mol90] defines 
this cost functional as 

[ ] ( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]000002
1

2
1

2
1 ˆˆ'ˆ,ˆ

0

qxRqxVWpx −⋅⋅−+⋅⋅′⋅+⋅′⋅= ∫ ttdtttJ T
t

t

TT ζζξξ  

As is common practice in variation calculations a Lagrange multiplier λ(t) is introduced. λ(t), also 
called the co-state, is used for the variation principle to solve the optimum value problem. The cost 
functional J is made an explicit function of the residual ξ. The cost function then becomes 

( 5 ) 

( 6 ) 

( 7 ) 

( 8 ) 

( 9 ) 

( 10 ) 

( 11 ) 
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∫

 

Note that in f and F are functions of x and t and p and x itself are functions of time t as well.  
The condition δJ2 = 0 for all variations of the arguments x, p, λ and ξ of J2 is enforced. The 
following set of simultaneous differential equations is obtained 
  x A x B p W= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅−1 λ  

( )

( ) ( )[ ]

  ,


 



λ λ

λ
∂
∂

∂
∂

= − ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − = +
−

A C V E z f F p

p F V F B F V E z f C
f
x

F
x

p

T T

T T Twhere and
1  

The boundary conditions are given by  
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) 0qxR =−⋅= ettt λλ andˆ 0000  

Equations ( 13 ) and ( 14 ) form a two point boundary value problem that has to be solved. The 
solutions )(ˆ tx and )(ˆ tp are smoothed estimates for t′ ∈ [t0, t], which means that the estimated have 
been calculated using all measurements from the specified interval. The solution to the two-point 
boundary value problem (TPBVP) presents the optimal estimation of the real state x and input p. 
The next challenge is finding a way or method to solve this TPBVP. 

Solution to the optimal estimation problem 
Solving the differential equations in ( 13 ) and ( 14 ) with boundary conditions ( 15 ) for x̂  and λ 
will give the best estimators x̂ and p̂ that minimize the norm of the residuals ξ and ζ expressed by 
means of the cost function ( 11 ). The approach discussed in [Vel93] is taken to find a solution of 
the TPBVP. With a change of variables 

( )x Q qt = ⋅ +λ , 

a new set of decoupled differential equations emerge 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( )[ ]

( ) ( ) ( )

Q B D V D B W A B D V D D V C Q
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− − −

−

−

T T T T

T T
T

T T T T

1 1 1

1
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( )
( ) ( )

 q A q B r Q C V E z f F p

r D V D D V E z f

= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − − ⋅

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −
−

T
m

T T
mwhere

1  

with initial conditions of Q(t0) = R0-1 and q(t0) = q0. The new matrices C and D are introduced, 
representing the linearizations  

( )C
x

f F p
q r

D F q= + ⋅ =
∂
∂ , ,  

Normally, C and D are linearized along some nominal trajectory xn and pn. Since these nominal 
trajectories are not available a priori, we assume that the difference between q and x, and p and r is 
not substantial. Then it is possible to use q and r as the nominal trajectory along which is linearized.  

( 12 ) 

( 13 ) 

( 14 ) 

( 15 ) 

( 16 ) 

( 17 ) 

( 18 ) 

( 19 ) 
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After this mathematical exercise two workable sets of differential equations are available. The 
solving of the equations ( 17 ) and ( 18 ) for Q and q  is the filtering of the data. Q is the Riccati 
matrix that minimizes the difference between the measurement and the prediction based upon the 
estimated state q and input r.  
Theory of identification of general systems 
A more general description of state space systems, which will be referred to as general systems, 
defines the augmented state x as 









=

θ

*x
x  

where x* is the normal state and θ are the unknown parameters. The state can be freely described as 
it suites. The state equation is given by 

),,( tuxfx =  
and the measurement equation is presented in the form 

),,( tuxhz =  

For the interval t ∈ [t0, te] the input u(t) is known and measurements zm of the output z are 
available. Once again, for the optimal estimation problem estimators )(ˆ tx and )(ˆ tz  are introduced. 
As a consequence, the residuals on the state equation and the measurement equations are different 
from ( 9 ) and ( 10 ) 

ξ+= ),,ˆ(ˆ tuxfx  

ζζ +=+= ),,ˆ(ˆ tm uxhzz  

It is important to notice that in ( 22 ) and ( 23 ) the exact input u is used to evaluate the system 
equations. This implies that for the identification of general systems the input signal must be 
available. As before the cost functional ( 11 ) must be minimized to find the solution to the optimal 
estimation problem. The variations of δJ must be zero for all variations δx of x. The resulting 
equations, similar to ( 13 ) and ( 14 ) are 

λ⋅+= −1),,ˆ(ˆ Wuxfx t
 

( )),,ˆ(),,ˆ(),,ˆ( ttt m
TT uxhzVuxCuxA −⋅⋅−⋅−= λλ  

where ),,(),,( tt TT uxfuxA ∇=  and ),,(),,( tt TT uxhuxC ∇=  
The boundary conditions for the differential equations are again ( 15 ). The entire operation of the 
state transformation ( 16 ) can be repeated from this point on. Only the results will be listed below. 
The differential equation for the Riccati matrix is 

QuqCVuqCQuqAQQuqAWQ ⋅⋅⋅⋅−⋅+⋅+= − ),,(),,(),,(),,(1 tttt TT  

for which the equations for q and λ decouple into 
( )),,(),,(),,( ttt m uqhzVuqCQuqfq −⋅⋅⋅+=  

( ) ( )),,(),,(),,(),,(),,( ttttt m
TTT uqhzVuqCuqCVuqCQuqA −⋅⋅−⋅⋅⋅⋅−−= λλ

Intermediate recap 
The process of identification of state-space systems is described as the reconstruction of the state x 
and the estimation of unknown parameters θ for a time interval t ∈ [t0, te]. Two types of system 
models were discussed in the optimal estimation problem: mechanical and general systems. 
For both systems a state and measurement equation is defined and estimators for the state and 
other relevant vectors are introduced. Residuals come into the picture as the difference between 
estimates and prediction based upon the state and measurement equation. The residuals are 

( 20 ) 

( 21 ) 

( 22 ) 

( 23 ) 

( 24 ) 

( 25 ) 

( 26 ) 

 ( 27 ) 

( 28 ) 
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weighted by three matrices V, W and R0 through a cost functional J. 
The identification process is effectively performed by the minimization of the cost functional J. A 
co-state λ complements the extended state x. A transformation of the form ( 16 ) results in a new 
coordinate system [q, Q] with a new set of decoupled differential equations for both. 
As a result, we are presented with two sets of differential equations for [ x̂ , λ] and [q, Q]. These can 
be solved by backward and forward integration of the interval t ∈ [t0, te] respectively. The difficulty 
arises when a solution to the two point boundary value problem must be found, that is finding a set 
of x̂ and λ which satisfies the boundary conditions ( 15 ). 
The optimal estimation process 
Starting with the initial guesses Q0 and q0 the differential equations for Q and q can be solved by 
forward integration for t ∈ [t0, te]. Next, the equations for x̂  and λ are solved by backward 
integration using the boundary value λ(te) = 0. The solution q(t) of the filter pass is used as the 
nominal trajectory along which the linearization is performed. The result is a set of solutions [ x̂ , λ, 
Q, q] and optionally p for the differential equations. However, in most cases, the boundary 
condition for t = t0 is not satisfied. 
As was first introduced in [Vel93] it is assumed that the value )(ˆ 0tx is a better initial guess than the 
original q0 that was used for the forward integration. )(ˆ 0tx  is found by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x Q qt t t t0 0 0 0= ⋅ +λ  
[Vel93] suggests an iterative method that alternates in forward and backward integration of the 
aforementioned differential equations, using the solution )(ˆ 0tx as a new starting value for q(t0). 

The forward-backward iteration is continued until 

tolerancet δλ ≤
20 )(  

or a maximum number of iterations has been reached. In ( 30 ) δtolerance is a criterion value for the 2-
norm of the vector λ(t0). The close reader will notice that this is not entirely corresponding to the 
boundary condition ( 15 ). However, it is expected that once the optimal estimation is reached the 
state estimator and real state will become equal. The boundary value for t0 will thus become zero. 
Especially since the value for λ(t0) is calculated using ( 29 ), which in effect is the boundary 
condition, ( 30 ) presents a workable criterion. Obviously the case of reaching a maximum number 
of iterations is not desirable, since it implies that the final solutions )(ˆ tx  and )(ˆ tp did not minimize 
the residuals enough according to the chosen conditions. 
Of course, convergence is an important issue that must be regarded. It may very well be possible 
that )(ˆ 0tx does not supply a better initial guess or that the norm of λ(t0) does not reduce to less 
than a set tolerance δtolerance. These matters have to be taken into account. 
The identification algorithm 
Using the theory and outline of the identification process the algorithm found in [Vel93] will now 
be reformulated for a larger range of system descriptions. The algorithm describes how a possible 
solution to the optimal estimation problem can be found. This description is general in the sense 
that for other differential equations from new methods the algorithm still presents a workable 
skeleton. 
More in detail, provided that the state-space system description has the following format 
 The system is observable and stable 
 A state equation for the state x 
 A definable cost functional J for residuals on state equation 
 A coordinate transformation decouples the differential equations of the co-state λ and 

the state equation into a new set of differential equations for Q and q. 

( 29 ) 

( 30 ) 
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The first set and the new set should be numerically stable for backward and forward 
integration respectively, 

then that type of system description is a very serious candidate for the algorithm to work. For the 
two system types described in the previous paragraphs the above mentioned format is valid, so the 
algorithm should be applicable to the system identification. 
The identification algorithm assumes that certain a priori information is available. Of course, the 
system should be modeled by one of the valid descriptions. For now, assume that this is either one 
of the mechanical or general system descriptions. In the process of modeling all relevant 
information will be defined. With a correct model at hand it is sufficient to have the following 
information 
 Initial guess q0 
 Initial value for Q(t0) = R0-1 
 Chosen norm tolerance δtolerance and weights V and W 
 Input signal u(t) for general systems 
 Measurement values zm for interval t ∈ [t0, te] 

to use the algorithm and identify the system. The observability of the system demands that the 
measurements contain enough information. For example, for mechanical systems at least the input 
signal u or the acceleration a must have been measured. 
The algorithm can be defined as a five-step process as follows 

1. Solve differential equations for Q and q by forward integration for t ∈ [t0, te] 

2. Use the solution q(t) as the nominal trajectory for the backward integration of the 
differential equations x̂  and λ. Substitute q(t) for ( )x t  in every function or matrix that 
has ( )x t  as an argument. 

3. Calculate the value x(t0) from ( 29 ) and a chosen norm for λ(t0). 

4. If the norm 
20 )(tλ  is not smaller then the set tolerance δtolerance, steps 1 through 3 are 

repeated using )(ˆ)()1()( 000 ttt oldnew xqq ⋅+⋅−= ββ  as the new initial guess for the 
differential equation, where 0 < β ≤ 1. 

5. Calculate the final estimate of the state ( )x t  using the equation qQx +⋅= λˆ  
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Object Oriented 
Analysis and Design 
In the first chapter a problem definition was made. The theoretical basis was set from which a 
solution algorithm to the optimal estimation problem was deduced. In this chapter the problem is 
analyzed from an object-oriented point of view and objects are designed in a model that offers the 
key to the solution of the problem. The design forms the translation or first intermediate step 
between the theoretical basis and the final implementation. The implementation model is the 
formulation of the abstract model in terms of C++ classes that follows. This approach of creating 
an abstract model and implementing it is more fundamental and structured than an arbitrary ad hoc 
solution. The importance of such an approach has already been discussed in the first chapter. 
It is assumed that the reader is at least familiar with some of the aspects of object-oriented analysis 
(OOA) and design (OOD). Some knowledge of object-oriented programming languages is 
advantageous as well. The presentation of the models is perhaps not as strict as hardcore object-
oriented designers would take it. The theoretical backbone does not extent to modeling languages 
such as Universal Modeling Language (UML), but uses a common sense version thereof. 
Nevertheless it makes a workable guide to the formulation and modeling of the problem towards 
the implementation.  
Analysis and design 
The analysis and design can be categorized into several phases. First, the problem is analyzed and 
defined and formulated accordingly. The emphasis lies on what must be accomplished, not how. 
After the description of the problem the design of an abstract model is started. The main part of 
this model is the identification of various objects in a hierarchic structure. 
One starts which the isolation of a primary top object. This object will become clearly described. 
During the process of establishing a clear description of the object more insights into the problem 
are gathered. Within the top object it may be possible to isolate and identify additional sub objects. 
For these new component objects the entire exercise is repeated, from problem definition to 
description of the details. 
Throughout this iterative process one slowly migrates from a ‘what’ towards a ‘how’ formulation of 
the problem definitions. The design phase, in contrast to the analysis phase, concentrates much 
more on how the solution to the problem can be accomplished. However, the possibilities and 
impossibilities of the implementation phase are not taken into account.  

Problem definition 
The analysis phase can only start when a clear description of the problem is available. A problem 
definition must therefore be free of the possibility of assumptions regarding the functionality of the 
objects. The problem definition in the first chapter is broad in the sense that it describes the 
problem whose solution is the goal of the project and this thesis: an application must be written that 
can solve the optimal estimation problem of state-space systems. In this stage the focus is on the 
core of the problem. In other words, a more to the point formulation in terms of OOA and OOD 
is needed. 

Chapter 
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Of course a narrower specification of the problem should not alter the core of the original problem. 
It can only reformulate the problem and take into account any of the boundary conditions that were 
set. This prevents a deterioration of the problem definition. 

Identification problem definition 

Perform the optimal estimation of state-space systems, that can be modeled conform 
the theory as outlined in Chapter 2. 

Abstract model description 
The creation of an abstract model for the problem has several goals. The most recurring goals, such 
as they are found in [Kum95] and [Rum91] are listed below. A description is given of the goals that 
are to be set for each phase of the object-oriented design: 
 Identify objects 
 Define relations between the different objects 
 Determine the interface of these objects 
 Find component objects and determine which combined objects they include 

The various goals can be reached by adhering to a design strategy. The strategy that will be 
presented next consists of six steps, which will be repeated until the abstract model is finished. The 
similarity with the goals set is evident and needs no further explanation. The approach is based 
upon the strategy published in [Kum95]. 

Step 1 
Identify a simple top object in the problem. 
This object is usually easily found, often in the description of the problem. A more thorough 
examination of the problem will occasionally reveal additional top objects. 

Step 2 
Determine the interface of the top object. 
By interface the functions and attributes of the object are meant. It serves to supply a general 
description of the functionality of the object. Exact details are not required. 

Step 3 
Find component objects and determine which combined objects they include. 
Check if composing parts can be distinguished within the top object. Sometimes these parts can be 
defined as other objects, perhaps even defining new problems. In the latter case, the steps one 
through four are taken for each of these new objects. Often, it is convenient to define objects to 
take care of the functionality of the sub-objects. Together with step 2 all attributes, i.e. interface and 
composing objects are now defined. 
The discovering of objects can be complemented by the invention of new objects. Whether objects 
should be introduced is based upon personal judgment and taste. One should be prepared to revise 
the object definition during the iterative process. Further into the design new information can put 
the situation into a different light. 

Step 4 
Define relations between the top and component objects. 
The objects that were identified form an entire system. The individual objects can have associative 
dependencies called relationships. The relationship between the top object and the composing 
objects must be established. 
The relationships can exist between two or more objects. They are one-to-one or one-to-many by 
nature, where many should be specified as an integer number, range of integers or as infinite. The 
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type of a relationship can have different forms that must be described as well. The relation must be 
classified as either Is-A, Uses-A or Has-A. 
Care must be taken that relationships are not confused with or interpreted as attributes of an object. 

Step 5 
Finalize the interface of all objects 
The interface for each of the objects is already established in step 2. The finalization of the 
interfaces describes in greater detail how the objects will be used. A list of parameters that describe 
the functionality and usefulness of the objects must be formulated as an interface. 

Step 6 
Refinement through inheritance 
Once the top objects are available more specific details can be introduced into new sub-objects. 
Characteristics of similar object will result in different child objects of the top object. The children 
inherit the entire interface of the parent and can introduce new attributes or functions. In other 
words, the top object has the largest common interface of all children objects. The enriched 
interface is different for other children objects. Each of the children specializes its interface by 
inheritance and complementing it. 
Perhaps it is superfluous to stress the fact that for a given problem or situation more than one 
abstract description can be made. It is completely up to the model analyst and designer to create 
such an abstraction of reality. Analogous to the modeling of systems as discussed in Chapter 2 there 
is no unique or best model. The insights, foresights and taste of the object-oriented designer 
determine the final model of the entire abstraction exercise. 

Implementation model 
The next step in the creation of an application is the translation of the abstract model into a new 
model, called the implementation model, with actual classes. Translating the description of the 
abstract model into a new model based upon classes is a task that requires as much attention as the 
making of the abstract model. Since the new model involves implementing the interfaces of the 
objects and algorithms used, it is an open task where the personal style of the programmer 
determines the final implementation model. Therefore it is difficult to guide the translating process 
as well as with the analysis and design phase.  
In order to minimize the chance that the one who implements corrupts the original model a set of 
rules will be given that guide the process of converting the relations between the objects in the 
abstract model into correct relations of the implementation model in terms of member variables. 
Choice of programming language 
Creating the implementation model involves a language specific implementation of the building 
blocks that form the abstract model. A choice for the programming language that will be used has 
to be made. The choice will influence the rest of the project during this phase of the design and later 
during the development of an application. Some issues will have to be taken into account when 
choosing a language. The next paragraph will address some important issues. 
• Object-oriented language 

Since the analysis and design are object-oriented in its nature, the programming language must 
be object-oriented by definition. Certain languages, such as C, Basic and Fortran, cannot be 
selected for that matter. 

• Cross-platform development and reusability 
Some languages are platform specific because of the availability of compilers and linkers for the 
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various operating systems that are available. If cross-platform compatibility is an important 
issue, be sure to select a language that has support for the various targeted platforms. 

• Computational speed 
In a scientific environment the speed at which computations can be performed is often a 
decisive factor in the choice of the programming language. The various languages differ in their 
aspects of ease of use and possibilities to write code that is optimized for speed. The availability 
of code-optimizing compilers is another aspect to be taken into account. 

• Application frameworks and API’s 
During the development of an application one often uses a framework that presents building 
blocks for applications in an object-oriented fashion, much like the one that is being designed 
by ourselves. If the tight integration of the code that comes from the implementation model 
into the application framework is desired, then the languages of both the model and the 
framework should best be highly compatible or even the same. The same goes for Application 
Programming Interfaces (API’s) that must be used. These are available in specific languages 

In Appendix D the choice of the programming language for our particular case is discussed. 
Rules for converting abstract model 
The original three relation types, Has-A, Uses-A and Is-A, will be discussed separately in the next 
paragraphs. It is assumed that Object1 is the main object and Object2 the sub-, component or 
secondary object. Two moments of creation of relations between objects are discussed. These are 
when the constructor of the Object1 is called, referred to as Constructortime and any other moment, 
called Anytime. 
Is-A relationship 
The Is-A relation is by far the easiest to translate. If Object2 has an Is-A relation with Object1 then 
Object2 should be derived from Object1. No member variables are involved. 

Has-A relationship 
When Object1 has a Has-A relation with Object2 it keeps the complete object. Object2 can be 
kept as a pointer or a non-pointer. References are not allowed in this case. 
If Object2 is to be created Constructortime, it should be kept in Object1 as a complete object rather 
than a data member, i.e. a non-pointer. During the construction of Object1 Object2 will be 
constructed as well 
In the case of Anytime creation Object1 usually keeps a pointer to Object2. A member function in 
Object1 must be present to instantiate Object2, where a new call for the pointer is made. A non-
pointer member variable for Object2 is possible. Object2 should then have a member function to 
perform non-Constructortime initialization. 

Uses-A relationship 
In the case of a Uses-A relation Object2 is not enclosed within Object1, but resides outside and is 
constructed outside of Object1. Object2 is kept as a reference or a pointer within Object1. 
When the connection of the relation is made during Constructortime of Object1, it should accept a 
pointer or reference to a valid and constructed Object2. A reference is maintained to Object2 
instead of a pointer. 
If the connection is made at Anytime then Object1 can only keep a pointer to Object2. The 
function to instantiate Object2 should be present and accept a valid pointer to Object2. 

Additional rules 
For a One-to-One relation between the objects, Object1 should keep only one instance of Object2. 
Object1 should keep a list of instances of Object2 in the case of a One-to-Many relationship. 
A one way relation, say Object1 to Object2, is nothing special. For a two way relation Object2 
should keep a reference provided as a constructor argument during Constructortime or a pointer to 
Object1 if the relation is made Anytime. 
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Whenever the relation is obligatory an exception should be raised if the relation could not be 
established. For optional relations the relation cannot be made during Constructortime, but a member 
function should be provided for it. Additional checks to see which functionality is affected during 
the time that the relation is not available must be present as well. 
Appendix D has an extensive and detailed discussion of the process and outcome of the 
implementation model’s design phase. It lists the various objects as they are implemented in the 
C++ programming language. 

Application Development 
The theory and guidelines for the conceptual, logical and physical design as presented above in the 
abstract and implementation model description should result in a set of models for the particular 
problem. The abstract model represents the conceptual and logical building blocks. The physical 
blocks from the implementation model give object-oriented classes. 

Tiers of an application 
In an application there are three different services distinguishable: user, data and business services. 
Whether these services are separated in design and implementation determines whether the 
application has one or more tiers. One tier is present for every separate layer that exists is the design 
of the application. For example, a three-tier application has a user layer, consisting of an graphical 
front end with which the user interacts. The data tier contains the user’s data, that is not interacted 
with directly, but by making use of the components that make up the data tier. The way in which a 
user can work with the data is prescribed in the business layer, that contains the business logic or 
rules. 
The creation of multi-tier applications is greatly encouraged in modern application development 
methodologies. It simplifies upsizing and scalability of the application and makes it easier to 
perform maintenance on the individual components. Therefore, one should consider implementing 
the various parts of the implementation model in its respective counterparts as logically defined in 
the tiers.  

Creating an application 
With the design of the abstract and implementation model one generally creates the business logic 
rules. Thus, the objects from the designed classes are often found in the business tier, even if this 
tier is not available as a separate one. Two considerable tasks remain to be completed: the 
development of the user interface and the creation of the data storage. Of course these tasks 
correspond to the making of the last two tiers. 
A lot of time can be gained by minimizing the time to completion of the last two tasks. In order to 
shorten the time of development of the user interface considerably several options are available. 
• Use a Rapid Application Development (RAD) tool to program the user interface 

There is a broad range of tools available that speed up the process of programming an 
application. Since the classes from the implementation model are finished, the development 
reduces mainly to the user interface. Especially in this area RAD tools make their biggest 
contribution by simplifying the creation of user interface elements 
Be aware that when using high-level development tools, the demands for the building blocks 
created from the implementation model are greater. For example, a high-level programming 
language can not always interact with low level classes such as they usually result from the 
implementation model.  

• Choose and use an appropriate application framework 
Several frameworks are available that hold building blocks for the development of an 
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application. These libraries are conceived in much the same way as our abstract and 
implementation model, except that these apply to a general application. When choosing a 
framework one should consider the targeted platform and the programming language of the 
implementation model. The framework is usually closely connected with a RAD tool. 

Using classes from the implementation model 
As mentioned before, it is an often-occurring scenario that after designing an abstract and creating 
an implementation model the classes from the latter model have to be incorporated into the 
application. At this particular moment there are a couple of points to take note of: 
Care must be taken not to mix the original code with the code for the application. The files that 
contain the implementation model code should be kept apart and not be altered because of the 
particular needs of the application itself. If the application demands a recoding of the classes, the 
implementation model is obviously not correct or complete enough. It will need redesigning apart 
from the application. Furthermore, keeping a single set of source code files simplifies the versioning 
control over the code. Creating multiple copies of the same source code inevitably leads to 
problems. 
When instantiating objects from the classes, one could refer to the rules of thumb for converting an 
abstract into an implementation model. These are some general guidelines for the use of pointers 
versus references and moments of creation of objects and their respective consequences. These 
should provide some advantage in the decisions that one must make when using objects from the 
classes. 
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Analysis and design results 
In this chapter the results of the object oriented design and application development will be given. 
The results from identifying several systems with the application are discussed in the next chapter 
Abstract model results 
The entire exercise of the creation of the abstract model description is described in appendix D. 
The results are listed in this paragraph, together with a short description of the important parts. 
In Figure 1 the abstract model for the optimal estimation problem can be seen without any of the 
refinements, which are present. It gives an overview of the most important parts (top objects) and 
relations in the model. The complete interfaces of the various objects are listed in Appendix G. The 
logic of the optimal estimation model is embedded in the Identifier object. It holds all physics and 
mathematical equations of the algorithms from the optimal estimation. As can be seen, the 
Identifier object uses a State Space System object. This object represents a state-space system in 
the broadest sense. It can also be a derived system type. These derived types are not shown in the 
figure, nor are derived identifier types shown. For each derived State Space System object there is 
a derived Identifier object as well. The Uses-a relation is retained between similar derived types. 
The derived Identifier types implement their own, more sophisticated logic to perform the optimal 
estimation of the corresponding derived State Space System object. 

Identifier Integrator 

Derivative 

Matrix 

Vector 

State-space 
System 

has has 

has 

has 

uses  a is a 

 
Figure 1: Overall abstract model description (without refinements) 

Both the Identifier and the State Space System rely heavily upon the use of both matrices and 
vectors in their computations. Matrices and Vectors are identified as objects in the abstract model.  
Because the Identifier object must solve differential equations, an Integrator object is chosen as a 
composing part of the identifier. As will be seen in the next paragraph, there are several types of 
derived integrators, such as RungeKutta78 and VariableOde. Each have their own 
implementation in the implementation model. For the abstract model description it suffices to 
illustrate the top object as a part of the Identifier object. 
The Integrator effectively solves differential equations, but it actually performs the integration of a 
derivative function over a given time interval. Derivative is recognized as an object and 
encapsulates the differential equation in the form of the derivative function. The combination of the 
Integrator that uses a Derivative is applicable in a far larger context. In our case the State Space 
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System object supplies mechanical laws needed to compute the derivative for the Identifier 
object. The latter is derived from Derivative. 
Implementation model results 
In the implementation model each of the objects from the abstract model is implemented in object-
oriented classes. Taking into account the points from Chapter 3, the language of choice is C++. An 
elaborate discussion of the choice of the programming language is given in Appendix E. Instead of 
restating the top objects from Figure 1 as classes, the derived classes from a specific part of the 
complete set of top objects is discussed. The Integrator and related objects are chosen because 
they can be used in numerous other situations that require integrator functionality. 
The largest section of Figure 2 is composed by the CIntegrator base class as the implementation of 
the top object Integrator. The figure also shows the derived classes CVariableOde and 
CAdaptiveRungeKutta. CIntegrator is a pure base class and does not have any particular 
implementation. It merely defines the structure of the class, to which all derived classes have to 
adhere. This way all derived classes have to meet the requirements imposed by the pure base class. 
The main difference between the various derived classes is the implementation of the Integrate 
function, which performs the actual integration. Consequently each class has a set of corresponding 
helper attributes and functions needed in the computation. 
CAdaptiveRungeKutta is in itself a base class that cannot perform an integration by itself. Although 
the algorithms are part of the class, the derived CRungeKutta45 and CRungeKutta78 provide the 
coefficients of the particular order of the Runge-Kutta equations they represent.  

CIntegrator CDerivative CMatrix 

CJacobian CVariable 
Ode 

CAdaptive 
RungeKutta 

CRungeKutta
45 

CRungeKutta
78 

User 
Derivatives 

User 
Jacobians 

Other 
Integrators 

 
Figure 2: Set of integration related classes 

All of the integrator classes perform an integration of a derivative equation supplied in the 
CDerivative class. Again, this is a pure base class that defines the structure of all classes that a user 
derives from CDerivative. These user-derived classes at least hold the implementation of the 
GetDerivative function, where the derivative function is supplied. Through the polymorphism 
mechanism of object-oriented programming, an arbitrary CIntegrator class can use a CDerivative 
derived class’s GetDerivative function without knowing the actual type of the class. 
CVariableOde also uses a Jacobian in its calculation. Since a Jacobian is a matrix function, the 
CJacobian class is derived from CMatrix. Similar to the use of the CDerivative class, a CJacobian also 
has user defined derived classes that hold the equations that form the Jacobian. 
In Figure 2 the arrows represent pointers to other objects instantiated from the corresponding 
classes. They are the result of using the rules for converting the abstract model, which defines a 
Uses-A relationship, into an implementation attribute. 
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More of the implementation model and it’s design and development is listed in Appendix E. It also 
shows the algorithms used for the optimal estimation and the way they are derived from the theory 
of Chapter 2. 
Application development 
The application OptEst98 calculates solutions to the optimal estimation problem and provides a 
GUI to control and set the specific variables. It is a program targeted for the Windows 95/98/NT 
4.0 platforms. It ises the results of the implementation model to perform the calculations. This 
paragraph discusses some of the design considerations during the creation of the application. 

Application functionality 
The functionality that the application supplies is that of simulation, identification and validation of 
systems. Having chosen a particular system description, existing measurement files can be used to 
perform an identification. The set of user-defined system descriptions can easily be extended by 
deriving new types from the existing base class CStateSpaceSystem. Before starting the calculations 
several variables from the optimal estimation problem must be entered. The same holds for 
simulation and validation.   
The application supplies full incorporation of Matlab file-based functionality. The Matlab file format 
has been chosen a a native format for the results of the calculations and source of measurement 
files. Pre- and post-processing can be performed using the Matlab environment. Graphing 
capabilities have not been included into the application, since Matlab already supplies an abundance 
of graphical output possibilities. 
One of the shortcomings of regular application or calculation environments is the inability to pause 
the calculations being performed. The OptEst application uses multithreading to allow the user to 
start several calculations at the same time, pause one or more calculations or set the relative priority 
of each of the tasks. Each of the threads is a isolated optimal estimation task, that runs in its own 
memory space.  

User interface development 
OptEst98 has been developed by using the Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 development environment. 
This RAD environment supplies the Microsoft Foundation Classes 4.21 that were used for the 
creation of the user interface. MFC classes were used to built the graphical interface. The entire 
class framework minimized the programming efforts of the application. The supplied classes from 
the framework were enhanced by deriviation to provide specific functionality for the user interface 
and core system parts.  
The implementation model classes were easy to integrate with the application framework classes of 
MFC that are also written in C++ [MSDN98]. Care has been taken to keep the implementation 
classes from the object oriented design separate from the MFC framework. One exception was 
made: the CIdentifierThread class uses multiple inheritance to combine the characteristics and 
functionality of a thread with the CIdentifier class that holds the logic for the optimal estimation 
problem. The consideration taken is the extra ease of use versus the small effort that should be 
made when separating the classes.  
The user interface adheres to the UI design guidelines of Microsoft [Clu95]. The application has a 
Multiple Document Interface (MDI) that allows one to interact with a variety of document types, 
such as Matlab and text-based files. All files relating to a single identification task are collected in a 
project file. This file is the base of operation for the application. It stores user settings and the last 
used values when performing a simulation, identification or validation. 
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Experiments results 
The process of designing an abstract and implementation model and creating and application from 
these models, as described in the previous chapter is a result in itself. Yet, the surplus value and 
additional goal is the optimal estimation of various systems. Three different cases of identification 
problems will be treated: first a simulation and optimal estimation for a completely fictional system 
is discussed. Next, using real measurements an identification and validation of a real laboratory 
system of a rotating arm has been performed. Finally, for a Philips VRS robot arm a one-
dimensional translating system has been identified and validated. 

Case 1: The two mass system 
The fictitious system depicted in Figure 1 consists of two translating masses with mass m1 and m2, 
both unknown. The masses are connected with a spring and a damper with respective constants c 
and k both of which are known. The general and mechanical descriptions of the system are listed in 
Appendix E. 

Mass m2 Mass m1 
Damper k  

Spring c  

 
Figure 1: Simple representation of two mass spring-damper system 

This system has been simulated using the OptEst98 application. The mechanical system description 
was used for the simulation. An initial value x0 = [1 –2,5 1 0,25 1,25 3,5] and a generated input 
signal for the external force F on mass m1 have been used. Figure 2 shows the input signal and the 
resulting output signals of the system for the simulation. 
From the simulation both the input signal and the position of mass m1 are used as measurements 
for the subsequent optimal estimation of the "unknown" parameters for the masses. No error is 
introduced in the measurement series. 
Although the exact values of the initial state x0 are known, none of this knowledge is used in the 
identification of the system with the generated 
measurements. The initial positions and velocities of the 
system are taken to be zero and the masses are guessed at 
1,0 kg each. Again, the mechanical model description is 
used, now to perform the optimal estimation. Since the 
initial state is based on no observations whatsoever, the 
confidence in q0 is low, which is reflected in weight 
matrix  
R0 = [ 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,001 0,001]. The other weight matrices are V = [100 100 1000 1000 
1000], W = [ 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 100 100 ] expressing our faith in the measurement's correctness 
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Figure 2: Input signal (left graph) and positions and velocities of system (right graph)  

After 7 iterations of forward filtering and backward smoothing the optimal estimation algorithm 
exits for a tolerance of δ = 1,0⋅e-4 for the norm of the residual λ(t0). The first three filter and 
smooth passes are depicted in Figure 3 to illustrate the course of the unknown parameters during 
the process of optimal estimation. The final values for the 'unknown' parameters m1 and m2 are 
1,26 and 3.50 kg. 
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Figure 3: Estimates of masses m1 and m2 of two mass system 

Case 2: The rotating arm 
On a system consisting of a rotating arm, see also Figure 4, in the laboratory of the WfW group 
measurements have been performed in order to estimate friction parameters. The friction force is 
assumed to be of the form 

αααε
π

 ⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅= cWF dw )arctan(2 , 

i.e. a dynamic and a viscous part. The arctan function is introduced as a smoothed continuous 
version of a discontinuous step function with ε = 100. A discontinuous step function would pose 
problems for the integration algorithms.  
Using the aforementioned friction force in a model, completely described in Appendix F, the 
optimal estimation of the parameters Wd, c and J is conducted. This model was incorporated in the 
system CRotatingArm derived from CMechanicalSystem. From the measurements a reasonable 
guess for the initial values for α andα  is determined. The unknown parameters are taken the same 
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as in [Oos98] for the sole purpose of a correct order of magnitude. 
After a first estimation with a small R0 in the initial values of the 
estimates for the unknown parameters the vector  
q0 = [-45 30 0,030 0,59 0,0023] seems to be a better starting point. 
With the new initial estimate and weight matrices of V = 100I, W = 
diag([1000 1000 1 1 1]), R0  = diag([10 10 1 1 1]) a new identification 
task was started. 31 iterations were performed to find a solution for 
the tolerance λ(t0) = 1.0e-3. As can be seen in Figure 5 the unknown 
parameters Wd, c, and J are not constant. Also, the residuals are 
relatively small for the angle position and velocity, and large for the 
unknown parameters. This is a direct consequence for our expressed 
faith in the equation of motion and state derivatives in combination 
with freedom for the constant parameters to vary in time. 
Apparantly there is misfit of the measurements using the equation of 
motion in our model. With the assumption that the model might not 
be correct and that the unknown parameters are indeed constant in 
time yet another optimal estimation is performed. The set of weight 
matrices V = diag([0,1 100 100]), W = diag([1 1 100000 100000 
100000]), R0  = diag([1 1 100 100 100]) is used to reflect our 
assumptions.  
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Figure 5: Estimate for unkown parameters when confidence in constant parameters is low and correctness of equation of motion is high 

The new optimal estimation problem is solved in 9 iterations. Strangely enough the value for the 
dynamic friction coefficient in the initial estimate q0 had to be altered to 0,44 Nm for a solution to 
be found. The input signal and residual for the equation of motion are shown in Figure. 6. 
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Figure 6: Residuals on angular position and velocity when confidence in equation of motion is low. 
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laboratory setup. 
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As can be seen in the figure there is a correspondance between the input signal and the residual. 
The equation of motion could be investigated for a functional dependency on the input signal. This 
matter is not investigated any further. 

With the final constant values [J, Wd, c] = [ 0.031 0.71 
0.0012] for the unknown parameters a validation is 
performed on a different set of measurements. For the 
measurements a non-clipped input voltage was used, 
as can be seen in Figure 7. In Figure 8 the predicted 
angular position and velocity of the rotating arm is 
depicted. The figure clearly shows that apart from a 
growing offset error in angular position the prediction 
is suitable for control in experiments were a control 
horizon of less than 3 seconds is adequate. 
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Figure 8: Measured and predicted angular velocity and position 

Case 3: The Philips VRS robot 
The model of the Philips VRS robot arm is very similar to that of the rotating arm. Instead of an 
angular displacement the robot translates along a linear path in one direction. Although the robot 

arm can maneuver in three directions, only one degree 
of freedom is considered. The system’s equations for 
the general system description are listed in Appendix 
E. 
At the setup in the laboratory of WfW a manually 
applied input voltage as shown in  
Figure 9 has been used. Both the input signal and the 
position have been measured with a precision of 
2,8⋅10-3 V and 5,1⋅10-5 m respectively.  
The friction force equation has a dynamic friction 
constant of the form 

( ) ( ) vbv
F

v
F

F lcrc
friction ⋅+−⋅⋅++⋅⋅= 1

2
1

2
22 )arctan()arctan( ,, εε ππ  

where Fc,l and Fc,r are friction constants for the left respective right directions of motion. In effect the 
friction force is a step function with two possibly different values for the static friction 
constants.with b being the dynamic friction constant. 
The optimal estimation process is performed with a general system description, which can be found 
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in Appendix E. A class named CVRSSystem2 has been derived from the CGeneralSystem class 
with the new model description for that means. 
First an initial estimation of the unknown parameters for the inverse mass m-1, motor constant J and 
the dynamic firction Fc has been made with a simpler system implemented in the CVRSSystem 
class. This system had a much simpler friction 
equation: 

)arctan( vFF cfriction ⋅= ε
π
2 , with ε = 100. 

where no difference between right and left 
directioned motion has been made. Without 
going into details, an adequate first estimation 
of the unknown constants m-1, J and Fc has 
been found to be [0.8829 kg-1 -1.1381 N; 
14.4627 NV-1]. These values are taken for the 
initial guess q0, with Fc serving as the starting 
value for both Fc,l and Fc,r. 
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Figure 9: Input signal and corresponding response of the Philips VRS robot arm  

More freedom is given to the initial guess of the dynamic friction constant b as a new parameter 
with q0 = [0.44, 0.14, 0.90, -1.19, -0.97, 14.5, -0.35]. Confidence in the measurements, initial position 
and speed and the unknown parameters being constant is expressed as well. The weight matrices 
are R0 = diag(100, 100, 1, 0.1, 0.1, 1, 0.01), V = diag(1000, 1000) and W = diag(1, 1, 100, 100, 100, 
100, 100). W expresses our small confidence in the state equations and V the detail of our 
measurements. 
After twelve iterations the identification criterion of |λ(t0)| < 0.001 has been satisfied. The 
unknown parameters are estimated at  
[m-1 Fc,r Fc,l J b] = [0.9629 kg-1  -0.4702 N; -0.2648 N; 14.5102 NV-1; -1.7119 Nsm-1]. 
Noteworthy are the difference in Fc,l and Fc,r. Apparently the dynamic friction is significantly 
different for the left and right direction of motion. Moreover, these values differ from the original Fc 
of -1,13 N, probably because of the introduction of the viscus friction constant b. 
Although a solution has been found, the costs of J = 0.155 are not small. From the residuals as 
depicted Figure 10 it can be seen that the residuals are fairly large and hence the corresponding 
costs. No relation between the position, speed or accelaration and the residuals can be found. 
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Figure 10: Residuals on exstimation of Philips VRS Robot 

The reason that the residuals are quite large (although the absolute difference between the measured 
position and the calculated postion is smaller than 4⋅10-4) is that our model description does not 
adequately describe the Philips VRS robot system. Most probably the friction force equation does 
not correctly represent all of the dynamics in the system. The further investigation of any other 
dependencies of the friction force on e.g. the velocity of the system is not explored in this report. 
However, the entire exercise does demonstrate the use of several systems for the purpose of 
identification and the results thereof. 

 
Beyond this report 
The OptEst98 application has been used by other graduate students and promovendi for the 
optimal estimation of systems. These systems include polytopic models that implement a general 
system description by mixing several models together for different areas of variable values. The 
application has proven valuable and easy to use. Apart from the use of the application the core 
classes, especially the integrator related, should prove reusable in other projects that provide the 
necessity and ability to include C++ classes in the implementation design. 
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User Guide 
General overview 
The package Identification is designed to perform identifications of several types of state-space systems. In 
addition it can also perform simulations and validations of these systems, edit Matlab files and text files 
such as Matlab M-files, log files et cetera. 
The pre- and post-processing is performed within the Matlab environment where the data is received 
from experiments or created in other ways. The Matlab files are used by the application to load and save 
the data signals. In its turn Matlab can load the results and perform the post-processing and visualization. 
In the application various variables such as the weight matrices and options can be set for identification, 
simulation and validation. The last used settings are retained for easy access and speedy operation. The 
settings are saved in so called projects. 
The TUE OptEst environment uses multithreading to allow multiple tasks (either identification, 
simulation or validation) to run concurrently. The importance and status of these individual tasks can be 
controlled by the Task Manager. 
With a minimum of programming the set of available systems can be expanded. The user can create new 
systems if so desired, and customize the application to its own needs. Based upon a set of templates and a 
simple step process both the novice and experienced programmer can implement new (types of) systems. 
Easy to use scripts have been made to facilitate the entire process. 
Projects 
The main document type you will be using is called project. Projects are a way to keep files, settings and 
options concerning a series of tasks together. This way tasks can be resumed, recreated or retraced on a 
later moment, if so desired. 
A project consists of a selected system, settings and options and one or more files. The system will be 
selected on the creation of a new project. The settings and options of the last task are remembered within 
a project and stored if the project itself is stored. Files that are included in the project are visible in a 
project window and are available for easy access. Typically, they are Matlab files, text and M-files. 
There should always be at least one Matlab file with either input signals or measurements present. Without 
such a Matlab file no tasks with systems can be performed. 

Creating a new project 
Before any of the available tasks can be started, a new project is needed. You can created a new project by 

clicking  from the toolbar, selecting File, New from the menu or pressing Ctrl+N from the keyboard. 
When creating a new project a list of available systems is presented in a listbox. The desired system is 
selected from this list. Once a system for a project has been selected, the selection cannot be altered. If a 
different system is needed, a new project must be created. 

Working with projects 
A newly created project does not have any files included in it. Before any tasks can be performed, you 

should include files into it. Click  from the toolbar, select Project, Insert Files from the menu or press 
the Insert key to open the Insert Files into Project dialog. From this dialog you can locate and select single 

Appendix 

A 
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or multiple files to include in the project. The files will be added to the file list in the project window. 
Setting the filter using the dropdown box at the bottom of the dialog can filter files of a specific type. Files 
that are no longer needed or desired in a project can be deleted by selecting them and pressing Delete on 

the keyboard, selecting Project, Delete Files from the menu or clicking  on the toolbar. These options 
are not available if no active selection of files is made. 

The project window 
All files that are available within a project are shown in the project window. This window represents files 
as items in a list. Each item corresponds to a single file. The name of the item is the same as the name of 
the file that the item represents. Normally, only these names are shown in the window. This view mode is 
referred to as the List view. Additional details can be viewed by switching to the Detail view. You can 

switch from detail to list view and vice versa by selecting  and  respectively. The details of a file 
show its size, type and the date on which the file was last modified. 
Files can be opened in the Identification program by double-clicking the corresponding item in the project 
window. 
Multiple items can be selected as you are used to doing in the Windows Explorer. The available operations 
include dragging rectangles and individual right clicking in combination with Shift or Ctrl key.  
Performing a simulation 
You will need a set of input signals available in a Matlab file in order to perform a simulation. The input 
signals are to be stored in the Matlab file as a single array. They should be in the correct order according to 
your system description and oriented as columns. Optionally the Matlab file can contain a time array with 
the start and end value of the time interval for which the input signals were measured. An array that stores 
the time can also contain other signals and does not necessarily need to have as many points as there are 
samples present for the input signals. Only the first and last value of the first column will be taken if an 
array is used in calculations. 
Once a correct Matlab file has been inserted into the project, you can start a simulation task be selecting 
Project, Simulation from the menu. A dialog titled Start Simulation Task as shown below will be 
presented. Before pressing OK to start the simulation some essential information has to be provided. 
Refer to the paragraph Start … Task dialog for details. A warning will be presented if some piece of vital 
information is not provided. 

 
By clicking the OK button the simulation task will be started. The task is added to the Task Manager’s list 
where its status and progress can be checked. See also Task Manager and Task information. 
On startup of the simulation task some vital information will be written to the output Matlab file. These 
include the input signal used, a time array and the initial state x0. Upon completion of the simulation 
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additional information is added to the Matlab file, namely a time array for the simulation interval and the 
state of the simulated system. 
The simulation is performed in a single pass of the specified interval, from start to end time. If the 
simulation is ended prematurely without user-intervention, the information up to that point is stored in the 
Matlab file. 
Identifying a system 
Similar to performing a simulation, you will need to include at least one Matlab file with a valid 
measurement signal into the project. As with the input signal for a simulation the measurements are 
presented in a single array and should be in the same order as it is in the system description and oriented in 
columns. 
After one or more valid files are included in the project, select Project, Identification from the menu to bring 
up the Start Identification Task dialog. The information you need to supply is very similar to that of the 
simulation. However, the dialog shows an additional tab Advanced for some advanced features available 
only to identification tasks. Also, on the Identification page the weights for the identification are available 
and can be altered. 
After filling in the required information in the dialog, the identification task can be started by selecting the 
OK button. The settings and input that was entered are stored into the output Matlab array. These include 
the weighting matrices, the measurement array z and time array t as well as the names of the states, 
measurements and inputs of the system and the corresponding sizes of the system. 
When the identification task reports individual passes, it stores several arrays into the Matlab file. After a 
filter pass the estimator for the filter equation q and the Riccati matrix Q are put in a single array. Because 
the Riccati matrix is symmetric only the elements of the top triangle and the diagonal are stored. The array 
is called qQ followed by the number of the pass for which it was stored, e.g. qQ3 for the third filter pass. 
Similarly the values for the real state estimator x̂ and the costate λ are stored in arrays after a successful 
smootherpass. In all cases, the array contains as many points as were specified that the time interval should 
contain. 
If the identification was completed successfully or after performing the maximum number of passes, 
additional items are stored. The estimator for the measurement ẑ  and state derivative x̂ are saved as well 
as the value of the cost functional J. If not stored during the last pass, the filter estimator q, Riccati matrix 
Q, state estimator x̂ and costate λ are stored as previously described. 
Whenever a identification task could not be completed correctly, the results up to that specific point in the 
time interval are saved. Only when the user stops the execution of the task will the results of that pass be 
discarded. Results that were saved earlier remain in the Matlab file and are not deleted. 
Validating results of an identification 
After an identification task has been completed more or less successfully it is possible to validate the 
results. In short, the validation process consists of a simulation of the estimated system for the same set of 
measurement signals that was used for the identification or a different one. In the simulation the mean 
values of the estimated parameters are used. However, the initial state of the system could be unknown. 
Therefore, a guess can be made or a initial guess can be calculated. The automatic determination of the 
initial value will effectively perform a state reconstruction by adjusting the weights in such a manner that 
the parameters will not be altered. The only estimation that will result is that of the state vector of the 
system. Hence, it is likely that a better guess than an arbitrary one could be delivered. 
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To start a validation task, select Project, Validation from the menu. A dialog as in Figure 0.1 will be 
presented. In paragraph x.x the settings and options of the various pages of this dialog are explained. After 
the dialog has been filled in, simply click OK to start the validation task. 

 
Figure 0.1: Start Validation Task dialog 

From there on in a validation is in fact a simulation of the system for the input signal. For a validation to 
be possible at all, the input signal must be known and contained within the output vector. Keep this in 
mind when constructing your own systems. The input signal u is the first subvector in the measurement 
vector z as follows: 









=

other
validation z

u
z , 

where zother are measurements other than the input signals. 
For more information, refer to Performing a simulation. 

Matlab files 
All pre- and post-processing, such as visualization of results and editing of arrays is done within the Matlab 
environment. The application is therefore tightly connected to Matlab. Within the application you can 
work with Matlab files, albeit in a restricted way. It is possible to view the contents of a Matlab file. Where 
Matlab itself has a Workspace Browser that lists all allocated variables in the workspace, Identification 
shows the same information for Matlab files. It lists the names, sizes and types of all elements in the file. 
See Figure 0.2 for an example. A Matlab file can be opened as any other file by selecting File, Open from 
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the menu, a drag and drop operation of the file from Windows Explorer into the Identification workspace 

or clicking  on the toolbar. Additionally, files included in the project can be opened by double-clicking 
the corresponding item in the project window.  

 
Figure 0.2: A Matlab file viewed in Identification 

The editing of the Matlab files is limited to the removal of variables from the file. To remove an itemfrom 
the file, select the variable in question and select Edit, Delete from the menu, press Delete on the keyboard 

or click  on the toolbar. Deleting a variable from the file cannot be revoked or undone. Matlab files 
behave as many database files do. They can be opened and all editing is instantly reflected in the file. Thus, 
it is not neccesary to save Matlab files after they have been edited. All save related operations will degrade 
from the menus and toolbar when a window of a Matlab file is active. 

Text files 
As an extra feature you can work with text-based files within the Identification application. It is intended 
to simplify the editing of log files and Matlab M-files while you are working with Identification. The 
opening and saving of the text files is as with the project files previously described. All that applies to 
Notepad is valid for the text files as well. However, no menu items are available for cut, copy and paste 
and text searching is not implemented.  
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Start … Task dialogs 
For each of the three major tasks that can be performed by the Identification application a similar dialog is 
presented upon starting these. As these vary only slightly from each other, all information, settings and 
options that can be provided is discussed together. Whether a specific item is applicable to a task will 
become evident from the dialog. 
The three dialogs for simulation, identification and validation all have their settings divided amongst 
different pages in a sheet. See Figure 0.1 for an example. All three have pages named General, Integration 
and Parameters, whereas only the Start Identification Task has an Advanced page. Each of these pages 
will be discussed in the following paragraphs, explaining the use and purpose of the items that are present. 
General page 
On this page the user must provide information essential to the start of all tasks. This information is 
required and the corresponding dialog elements must be filled out. You cannot skip to other pages or start 
the task by pressing OK before everything has entered. 
 Input file  In this combo box all Matlab files that are included in the project will be 

listed. Select the Matlab file from which you want to select an array for either the input or 
measurement signal. 

 Measurement Selects the array that contains the measurement for the identification. 
 Input item  For both simulation and validation tasks the array with the input signals 

should be selected here. 
 Interval  If such an array is stored in the selected Matlab file (See Input file) the array 

that contains the sample time of the input or measurement signals can be selected. From this 
array only the first and last value will be taken to set the sample-time interval. The end time 
must be larger than the start time. If no values have been entered in the Start or End time edit 
boxes they will be automatically copied into them. This also happens whenever the entered 
values of start or end time lie outside the interval specified by the time array. 

 Number of points The number of points that will be evaluated during the task. It cannot be 
smaller than two nor does it have any relationship with the number of points that are present 
in either the input or measurement array. The specified number of points will also be used 
when the measurement or input signal is stored in the output Matlab file.  

 Start time  Start time of the interval of the task. This time corresponds to t0 from the 
theory. It must be at least as large as the start time from the time array if one was selected in 
Interval combo box. If no time array was selected it will also define the start time of the input 
or measurement signal. 

 End time  End time of the interval of the task. Corresponds to te of the theory. It should 
be smaller than or equal to the end time of the time array if selected in the Interval combo box. 
If no time array was selected it will also define the end time of the input or measurement 
signal. 

 Location of results The location of the Matlab file were the results of the current task should be 
stored. When this file does not yet exist, it will be created after the dialog has been completed. 
Instead of typing a filename, you can browse for a file and its location by clicking the Browse 
button next to the edit box. This will present the common dialog Store Results were you can 
find the directory or file or make the desired location and specify the filename. 

Integration page 
Each of the tasks uses integrators to find solutions for the differential equations of the identification or 
simulation. On this page you can set several options and values concerning the mode of operation and 
performance of the integrators. The entered values will be used in all cases were an integrator is required. 
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 Algorithm  Select one of the two algorithms used in the integrators. Adams-Moulton and 
Backwards Difference Formula (BDF) are available, each with their own characteristics. See 
standard numerical algorithm literature for details. 

 Absolute precision Specifies the absolute precision of the integration. The absolute precision is 
defined by the order of magnitude of the error that is allowed in the calculations. 

 Relative precision Used to set the relative precision for the integrators. The relative precision is 
the ratio of the errors in values and the values themselves. 

 Use internally computed Jacobian 
Using an internally computed Jacobian can increase the performance of the integrators for very 
stiff problems, but also increases the default number of evaluations of the differential 
equations. 

 Save Jacobian If the option to use an internally computed Jacobian is selected it is possible 
to store the Jacobian between evaluations of the derivative functions. This will greatly reduce 
the number of evaluations. It is recommended set this option whenever an internally 
computed Jacobian is used. 

 Location of results The location of the Matlab file were the results of the current task should be 
stored. When this file does not yet exist, it will be created after the dialog has been completed. 
Instead of typing a filename, you can browse for a file and its location by clicking the Browse 
button next to the edit box. This will present the common dialog Store Results were you can 
find the directory or file or make the desired location and specify the filename. 

Parameters page 
This page differs more significantly for each of the tasks. Some of the items listed below are available only 
to a specific type of task. On the parameter page you can enter the settings for the initial state and 
weighting of the identification as well as select the identification result that must be validated in the case of 
a validation task. The parameters that you can enter are listed below. 
 Matrices and vectors In this combo box the matrices and vectors that are relevant for an 

identification are listed. These are the vector q0 and weighting matrices V,  W and R0. After 
selecting the desired matrix or vector you can alter the diagonal elements in the list named 
Elements. For simulation tasks only the Initial State (q0) option is present. 

 Elements   For the matrix or vector that is selected in the combo box named 
Matrices and vectors the diagonal elements are listed. The list shows the names of the 
individual elements as they defined within the system description. The value of the elements is 
listed in the column Value. By double clicking an element from the list the value can be altered 
in the Edit value dialog box as shown in Figure 0.1. For the validation task an extra column 
Deviation is listed, which shows the standard deviation of the mean value that was calculated 
for the unknown system parameters. 

 
Figure 0.1: The Edit value dialog box 

 Result to validate  For a validation task you can select the Matlab file that contains the 
array with results from a previous identification task in this combo box. 

 Validation series  When a file is selected in the Result to validate combo box, it lists the 
arrays that are of the required minimum size for the validation. If a choice is made, the first 
columns are regarded as the validation series. For the columns that contain the unknown 
system parameters the mean value and standard deviation are calculated and set as initial values 
for the simulation state. 

 Initial state  See Elements. 
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Advanced page 
This page applies only to the Start Identification Task dialog.  
 Success norm When, after a smoother pass, the Euclidean norm of the λ(0) vector is 

smaller than the success norm specified, the identification is regarded as completed. The 
results will be stored and additional information is saved to the result file. 

 Maximum passes The maximum number of passes for the identification. If the success norm 
was not reached before the number is reached, the identification task is terminated and all 
results are stored in the output Matlab file. 

 Numerical damping The numerical damping factor that is used between two consecutive passes of 
the solver. The new initial state is computed as 

)0(ˆ)1( ,0,0 =⋅β+⋅β−= txqq oldnew  
 Translate general to mechanical system 

General systems can be translated into mechanical systems provided they obey some of the 
rules described in the theory. By checking this box, the general system will be translated into a 
mechanical system whereupon the identification process follows that of a mechanical instead 
of general system description. 

 Store after passes Here you can choose whether the results of filter and smoother passes should 
be stored before the identification is successfully completed. Check the box if intermediate 
results must stored. In the edit box the number of passes that are skipped can be set. 
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Task Manager 
Since multiple tasks can be running at the same time, an easy to use, remote-like interface called the Task 
Manager is provided to manage the individual tasks. The window, see Figure 0.1, shows a list of active 
tasks with details about their status. Each task is represented as an individual item in the list. The tasks are 
numbered with a consecutive number from the start of the application. From the list you can get all 
general information concerning the tasks. See also Task information. 

 
Figure 0.1: Task Manager window 

To alter any of the characteristics of a task you first need to select it from the list. Only one task can be 
selected at a time. The main operations that can be performed are the suspending, resuming and stopping 
of tasks.  
Suspend, resume and Stop 
By suspending a task you effectively put it on hold. The execution of that particular task is stopped until 

further notice. As this is very similar to putting a playback device in pause mode a button  is available 
in the toolbar to suspend the task. Alternatively you can select Task, Suspend from the menu.  
Since a suspended task uses no CPU cycle time, putting a task on hold is a convenient way to halt the 
progress of a task and free processor time for other tasks. Suspending all active tasks even lets you 
effectively pause the entire application. This way you can speed up other applications on your computer. 

Once suspended, a task can be resumed by clicking the  button or selecting Task, Resume. The 
previously halted line of execution will be continued. 
If the completion of a task is no longer desired, the task can be stopped. You can stop a task by clicking 

 from the toolbar or selecting Task, Stop from the menu bar. When a task is stopped no information 
of the task is stored in the Matlab output file. Thus, the Matlab file will only contain the information 
stored upon startup and of the individually reported passes. Whether passes were stored depends on the 
settings you specified in the startup dialog and the moment the task is stopped.  
The status of a task can be seen in the Task Manager’s window in the column Status. 
Priorities 
All active tasks have a priority setting that can be viewed in the Task Manager window under column 
Priority. The priority of a task indicates the importance of a task relative to the other. Processor time will 
be assigned according to these relative settings. Higher priority means a larger time slice will be allocated 
for the specific task. Tasks with the same priority will have equal importance and corresponding CPU 
cycles available to them. Whenever the priority level of all tasks is the same, the tasks are equally important 
to the application. However, a larger difference of priorities does mean a larger difference in cycle time 
allocation. Suspended tasks are skipped in this allocation, i.e. they do not receive any processor time at all. 
There are three different priority levels: Low, Normal and High. The default value for a new task is 
Normal. The priority level for a selected task can be altered by selecting the desired new level from the 
Priority menu. The Task Manager window will reflect the changes of priority levels and shows the current 
priority level in the column Priority. 
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As an example, imagine three tasks Task 1, Task 2 and Task 3 that are all running. The default situation 
sees Task 1, 2 and 3 with an equal priority setting of Normal. Raising Task’s 1 level to High will increase 
the processor time available to it and effectively reduces the time available for the other two tasks. Setting 
Task’s 2 level to High as well will increase the time for Task 2 at the cost of both Task 1 and 3. When 
Task 3 also has its priority set to High, the relative priorities are equal again and the tasks will behave as if 
the default situation had returned. 
Task information 
The Task Manager window shows additional information for each of the tasks it lists. The details are listed 
in individual columns that have a header with the name of the detail. The columns Priority and Status 
show the relative priority level and status of the task and were discussed in the previous two paragraphs. 
Every task will be performing a number of actions depending on the calculations it must do. When a 
system is being simulated or validated, the corresponding action is a simulation. For identifications of 
systems consecutive actions of filtering and smoothing are made. Each of these actions is listed in the 
window. In the case of filtering and smoothing the number of the current pass is appended to the words 
Filtering pass and Smoothing pass. 
For each of the above mentioned actions a progress count is displayed. The percentage of completion for 
the specific action is shown in the column Complete. Whenever this percentage reaches 100% the action 
of the task, listed in the previous column is completed. A new action will be taken or the task is finished 
and removed from the list. 
Lastly, the moment at which the task was started and added to the list will be shown in the column 
Started. This way it is possible to keep track of the time a task has been running. Note that the actual 
computation time will be smaller when a task has been suspended. 
Terminating a task 
Very occasionally a task stops responding altogether. The main indication that a task is no longer running 
correctly is the progress count that does not seem to increase. Another occasion that could cause a task to 
stop functioning is when it is stopped. The Task Manager window will show Stopped in the Status 
column. Normally the task should be stopped and removed from the task list. 
As a last resort to stop a non-responding task, you can select the task and choose Extra, Terminate from 
the menu. The use of this option should be avoided and only used if all else fails. A little patience might do 
the trick sometimes. Terminating tasks causes all allocated memory and other resources of that task to be 
lost on the stack and heap. The Task Manager will issue a similar warning. The lost resources will be freed 
only when the application is closed. Therefore, repeated termination of tasks will decrease the 
performance and stability of the application. 
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Creating new systems 
When you would like to create a new system, first choose the type of system description to be used. This 
can be either a mechanical or a general system description. Determine the extended state vector x, 
comprised of the vectors for the state x and the unknown parameters vector θ.  

Mechanical systems 
Determine the various sizes l, n, m and p of the vectors for the system. Write out the equation of motion 
and determine all matrices M, H, G and R and the vectors h and g. Next determine the measurement 
equation z and compose the matrix F and the vector f. Finally calculate the derivative matrix C and D. 

General systems 
For a general system the equation of motion and the measurement or output function z has to be 
determined. This should give the vector functions f for the state derivative and z. 
If you have any problems describing the systems, refer to the theory chapter 2 and the appendix E for 
details and examples. 
Make up a name for your system. A system has both a class name, usually beginning with the letter C for 
class, and a descriptive name, such as CMyNewSystem and "Description of my new system". 
Locate the files user.h and user.cpp. These files contain the definition (user.h) and implementation 
(user.cpp) of the user defined systems.  

Editing the user.h file 
In the user.h file a declaration of the new class must be made. Copy and paste the text from template.h 
to the end of the user.h file. Alter the names of the class name and the base class (either 
CMechanicalSystem or CGeneralSystem) as indicated in bold. Also declare the constants of the system and 
other constants, shown italicized, in the appropriate section if necessary. 

class CMyNewSystem: public CMechanicalSystem 
{ 
 DECLARE_SERIAL(CMyNewSystem) 
public: 
 CMyNewSystem(); 
// Constants 
 double constant1; 
 double constant2; 
// Virtual overrides 
 virtual void OnUpdate(); 
// Implementation 
public: 
 virtual ~CMyNewSystem() { }; 
 void MyHelperFunction(); 
}; 

You may also declare any helper functions that you need to use when calculating the derivatives for the 
system. If you are defining your own base class for other systems, you may want to include some virtual 
functions in the Virtual overrides section. 

Editing the user.cpp file 
When you have completed editing the user.h file, close it. Open user.cpp and find a list of 
IMPLEMENT_SERIAL macros. Notice how the macros always have a system class name for a particular 
system and its corresponding base class (the class from which the system is derived) after the comma. 
At the end of this list it should read // Step 1. Copy and paste the last line of the implement macros 
and replace the existing system class name with the one for the new system. Also, alter the base class if 
necessary to CMechanicalSystem or CGeneralSystem for mechanical respectively general system descriptions. 
Because you have entered a new system increase the number of system constant NUM_SYSTEMS with 
one. The definition of the constant is located under Step 1. 
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Enter the new class as a new runtime class by copying and pasting the last line in the set of 
RUNTIME_CLASS macros located above the text // Step 2. The new line must be  

RUNTIME_CLASS(CMyNewSystem).  

Do not forget to add a comma to the previous line. Only the last line in the array should not have a 
comma at the end. 
Move down to step three //Step 3 and add the descriptive name to the array. Again add a comma to 
the last line in the array and add your descriptive name as  

_T("Description of my new system") 

The last part is the most complicated and deserves the most attention. Copy and paste the functions for 
the correct base class from the template.cpp file. In the constructor enter the correct sizes for the 
system's vectors by replaces the zeros. Under the call to the Create function you must set all supply the 
names for the elements from the state, input and measurement vectors. Also, enter the value for any of 
the known system parameters. 
The main difference between the two classes CMechanicalSystem and CGeneralSystem are the virtual functions 
OnUpdate and CalculateStateDerivative plus CalculateOutput. The goal of the OnUpdate function in the 
CMechanicalSystem derived class is to implement the calculation of the matrices C, D, F and the vector f. 
CalculateStateDerivative of the CGeneralSystem derived class implements the calculation of the state 
derivative and CalculateOutput calculates the output vector z. In the overrides of these functions in the 
user.cpp file you should perform these calculations. All variables from the base class or user-defined 
variables, functions and constants can be used. The matrices and vectors that need to be calculated all 
default to zero, so only none-zero values need to be entered. 

Recompiling the OptEst98 program 
After you have finished editing the user.h and user.cpp files and feel that everything is in order, you can 
start the Update program and let the OptEst98 program be recompiled. Before starting the recompilation 
make sure that any running instances of the program are closed. Otherwise the newly compiled program 
may not be written to disk. 
The Update Systems program lists the outcome of the recompilation in a text file for easy viewing. If it 
reports any errors, correct these problems in either the user.h or user.cpp file, whichever is 
applicable. 
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Tutorial 
In this tutorial you are guided in a simulation, identification and validation of a relatively simple 
system. This will teach you the basics of the program OptEst98. For a more elaborate explanation 
of how to work with the OptEst98 application, the User Guide located in Appendix G is 
recommended. 
Getting started: a simulation of a two mass system with spring and damper 
Start the program OptEst98 by clicking the Start button, Program Files and the OptEst98 icon. 
Open a new project and select the system Two mass spring-damper. The description of the system can 
be found in Appendix E. 
Choose Insert files into Project from the Project menu and select the sampleinput.mat file 
Select Simulation from the Project menu. 
For the input file select input and for the input signal select u. 
Choose t as the time interval or leave the combo box empty and specify your own interval. 
Select a name for the results file and type it into the Location of results edit box, e.g. 
c:\twomasssim.mat. Just make sure no spaces are in the name and that it’s length is less than 
18 characters (excluding the .mat extension) 
Review the Integration tab and make any necessary adjustments. The defaults will do. 
Go to the Parameters tab and enter new values for the elements of the q0 initial state vector. For 
example q0 = [5, 2, 0.05, 0.1, 0.1, 0.3]. Make sure the masses have non-zero values 
Click OK to start the simulation. The task manager will appear and show the progress of the 
simulation. After the simulation has finished, the task will disappear from the list. You can close the 
Task Manager window at this point. 
Creating a measurement and performing a identification 
The project will now contain the twomasssim Matlab file. Double click it to view its contents. 
Start Matlab, change to the directory where the simulation file is stored (e.g. cd c:\) and load the 
twomasssim file (load twomasssim.mat). You can plot the results by entering plot(t,x) 
at the command line. 
Create a measurements matrix by selecting the displacement and speed of mass 1 and the input 
column into a new matrix measurement (measurement = [t, x(:,1), x(:,3)];). Save 
the measurement matrix (and the time vector t for convenience) to a new or separate file, e.g. 
c:\twomassmeas.mat (save twomassmeas t measurement) 
At this point we have a fictional measurement file with perfect measurements of the system. In 
most cases your identification would start here with a measurement file from a real life laboratory 
setting. You would then create a new system type to use in OptEst98 to identify your system. 
We will now perform an identification of the system with the measurement file Return to Optest98 
and insert the measurement file to the project. 
Select Identification from the Project menu. 
Notice that all previously used settings are still available. Select twomassmeas as the new input file 
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and then measurement as the Measurement matrix. 
Change the storage location for the results to c:\twomassident1.mat 
Go to the parameters tab and select Initial State (q0) from the Matrices and vectors combo box. 
Alter the Elements. For this example in this tutorial, we will set the masses m1 and m2 to 1 and limit 
the problem to parameter estimation. 
Next enter the weight matrices. For the incorrect masses and correct initial state, the following 
could be chosen: R0 = [10000, 10000, 10000, .10000, 0.1, 0.1], V = 1000*I and W = 1000*I. 
Go to the Advanced tab and set the Maximum number of passes to 5. Alter the Store After Passes 
value to 1 pass. 
Click OK to start the identification task. If the message "This task was ended before the specified 
end time was reached" appears, try altering some of the values for the weight matrices or the 
integrator settings, as the problem is probably to stiff to solve within the maximum number of steps 
for the integrator. You can also increase the Maximum steps value for the integrator under the 
Integration tab. To restart the identification simply select Identification from the Project menu again 
and alter the values. The previously entered values have been saved. 
After the 5 passes no solution has been found yet, at least within the Success norm value of 0,001 
that was set at the Advanced tab. Examine the results of all 5 filter and smoother passes in Matlab. 
Type load twomassident1 at the prompt and plot the results for the vectors x and q. These 
are located in the matrices x_? and qQ?, where the question mark represents the sequential 
numbers 1 through 5 and the underscore in x_ the hat symbol to indicate the estimator character. 
To view the filter values and estimates of the masses, type plot(t,qQ?(:,5:6)) and 
plot(t,x_?(:,5:6)) replacing the question mark with the appropriate number. 
You should notice that the masses m1 and m2 have indeed reached a value of nearly 0,1 and 0,3 kg. 
Try to find a solution by using the newly found values for the masses to create a better initial guess 
q0 at the Parameters tab of the Start Identification Task dialog. You should also change the values of 
the weight matrices to reflect the new knowledge. Use your own insights of system identification 
when setting the weight matrices. 
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Abstract model description 
In this appendix different stages of the analysis and design of the abstract model will be 
emphasized. The start of the abstraction process is narrated and several fundamental choices are 
explained. The repetitive introduction of additional parts and elements of the model is not 
considered to be very illustrative for the entire process. Only the complete abstract model 
description and the most relevant parts will be discussed. 
Identification of top objects 
Using the nouns as an indication for entities within a given context is a rule of fist that applies to 
numerous situations. The problem definition has some keywords that can help in identifying the top 
object(s) in the problem. Here, an identification of state-space systems must be performed. As 
expected, this is a clear example of a definition that states a ‘what’ problem. The ‘how’-side of the 
matter is left out of the picture for as long as possible.  
Obviously more than one top object can be deduced from the definition. It would be shortsighted 
to start with just one object. The two nouns that can found in the definition are identification and 
state-space system. Therefore it is assumed that the model does indeed include two entities to be 
represented by two top objects State-space System and Identifier, i.e. the identification as a 
process or method. 
Determination of interface of top objects 
The interface of the State-space System object will be determined first. It is given by what can be 
called the largest common divider of the various types of state-space systems. The theory shows 
that the systems discussed have certain characteristics in common. The common basis is what will 
define a state-space system as a top object. 
All systems have a vector x that represents the state of the system. An output signal is issued that is 
assumed to be measured in its entirety. The output vector y and the measurement vector z are 
considered equal and provided by an output/measurement equation. The object is assigned four 
attributes x, z and t, corresponding to the state, measurement signal and time. Besides the state the 
system also has a derivative x  calculated by a state equation. The dimensions of the system are set 
by parameters l, m, p and x, where x indicates the size of the state. The interface of the object must 
provide access to each of the aforementioned attributes and functions of the systems. 
State-space system Interface member Type Description 

l, m, p, x Attributes Size of system 
Name Attribute Name 
Description Attribute Explanation of system characteristics 
CalculateOutput Method Calculate output vector 
CalculateStateDerivative Method Calculate derivative of state 
x, z, x Attributes Vectors 
t Attribute Time 
Next, the interface of the identifier object will be determined. An identifier will use a state-space 
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system to get all system-related information such as the state and measurement equation. The 
identifier has several attributes that can be recognized from the theory, such as the matrices V, W, 
R0, Q, Q and vectors λ, q, q0 and q . Most important, a method must be present to identify a 
state-space system as a whole. The identifier should also have functions to perform the individual 
filter and smoother passes and to simulate the system. q and z set the size of the identifier, i.e. sizes 
of the various vectors and matrices. Here z is the size of the square V matrix.  As the identifier will 
solve the differential equations for the optimal estimation problem, it should provide an interface 
for the derivatives of the problem. Additional attributes include the damping factor β, the norm for 
success δtolerance and the maximum number of passes. 
Identifier Interface member Type Description 

q, z Attributes Size of identifier 
V, W, R0, Q and Q Attributes Matrices 
Filter, GetFilterDerivative Methods Filtering and derivative calculation 
Smoothe, GetSmootherDerivative Methods Smoothing and derivative calculation 
Simulate, GetSimulationDerivative Methods Simulation and derivative calculation 
β Attribute Damping factor 
δtolerance Attribute Success norm 

λ, q, q0 and q Attributes Vectors 
t, t0, te Attributes Time values 
Definition of relations between objects 
Since at this particular moment only two objects are identified within the model, it is relatively easy 
to show the relationships between the objects.  

Identifier State-space
System

uses a

 
Identifier has a Uses-A relationship with State-space System. The interface methods that 
calculate the derivatives in the differential equations need a State-space System to provide the 
information. Since the identification method holds for all state-space sytems, no Has-A relation is 
possible. State-space System is not a sub-object or aggregate part of Identifier. 
Up to this point it should not be considered strange that the model per se is very simplistic. Only 
the first round of identifying object has been completed. The model consists solely of primary top-
objects. Other objects will be found in a further examination, as the following paragraphs shows. 
Find component objects and determine which combined objects they include. 
The boundary condition included in the problem definition encourages us to investigate the 
existence of additional objects. From the theory one can deduce that  
 Algebraic arithmetic with matrices and vectors is needed 
 The solution to the optimal estimation problem involves solving differential equations 

Vector and Matrix are considered component objects worth defining in the model. Since both the 
Identifier and State-Space System object have vectors in their interface, Vector is a combined 
component object. The interface of the algebraic objects is not discussed. It includes operators for 
the mathematical arithmetic and attributes that represent the size and elements of the vector and 
matrix. 
In practice solving differential equations means the use of an integrator. Thus, it is very likely that 
one of the additional objects is an integrator. Including an integrator object in this stage of the 
model description could be considered premature. Indeed, one of the most common pitfalls in 
OOA is the introduction of objects that are needed for the actual implementation. Great care must 
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be taken when inventing new objects that move from the ‘what’ to the ‘how’ side. However, at a 
certain point one cannot make any progress without the introduction of such objects. After 
performing a number of iterations in the design of the abstract model these objects are bound to be 
identifiable. When the moment arises that the hesitation to insert implementation issues stands in 
the way of progress, a decision in favor of progress must be made. 
To illustrate the iterative process in the analysis and design the model is extended by solving a new 
problem that arises when inventing integrator related objects. For the new problem a definition is 
given as follows: 

Integrator problem definition 

Design an integrator that can solve numerical differential equations  

)t,(yfy =  

for a given interval t ∈ [t0, te] given initial conditions y(t0). 

The initial discovering of objects is skipped and the result, which shows great similarity with the 
original problem, is given as a reduced model in Figure 1. 

IntegratorDerivative
uses  a

 
Figure 1: Object model for integrator problem definition 

Here Integrator is an object that performs the integration of a set of derivatives defined in the 
object Derivative. Instead of falling into repetitions, the design philosophy behind these objects will 
be discussed. For this particular problem some foresights have been taken into account. The 
intention is to let Integrator be a top-level object that defines a minimal interface for future 
objects. Remember that the last phase in the creation of the abstract model is refinement through 
inheritance. New integrator objects should provide the actual implementation of the interface of the 
literally abstract object Integrator and can expand the interface. Derivative on the other hand 
merely defines the interface of future implementations and probably will not be expanded. In other 
words, the big difference is how often new objects will be introduced later on and with what 
intentions. In principle a single new integrator object would suffice. For the calculation of integrals 
the derivatives have to be provided through new objects that implement the derivative method 
GetDerivative. Strictly speaking, no new objects that inherit from Derivative are introduced into 
the abstract model, but in the implementation model only. 
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The abstract model 
Putting it all together a model with the top-level objects can be created. Figure 2 shows the results 
achieved so far. In words the model is as follows: an Identifier performs an identification of State-
space System, both of which have Vectors, the first also Matrices. For solving the differential 
equations Identifier has Integrators objects. The integrators use a Derivative to retrieve the 
derivatives, which in turn uses a State-space System to get the required information. 

Identifier

Integrator

Derivative Matrix

Vector

State-space
System

hashas

has

has

uses  a

uses a

uses  a

 
Figure 2: Graphical representation of the abstract model 

Refinement of the abstract model 
By adhering to the strategy from the previous paragraph an abstract model of top and components 
objects is guaranteed. In the final stage of the completing of the abstract model description 
refinements to the top objects are to be made. The mechanism of inheritance is used to create new 
sub-objects. Inheriting from a parent implies that the child receives the same interface. More details 
are added into the design resulting in sub-objects that define a richer interface. More and more of 
the ‘how’ side of the problem is treated in the process. The new objects certainly are not 
component objects, because they explicitly have an Is-A relation with the top object. 
The two types of state-space systems and corresponding identification method the theory 
introduced were of the mechanical and general kind. For both the state-space system and the 
identifier object new sub-objects are created in the model. Each child takes into account more of 
the details for the given object. The extra knowledge is represented by additions to the interface. 
Mechanical System has matrix components and an extended input signal attribute that define the 
characteristics of the object. On the other hand, General System has an input signal attribute and 
two member functions that calculate the state and output derivatives of the system. Similarly, the 
respective identifier objects incorporate different interfaces. The differences between the sibling 
object are mainly found in the attributes. Each identification method has its own specific variables 
not found in either the parent or sibling object. For example, Mechanical Identifier has as an 
estimator for the extended input signal, whereas neither Identifier nor General Identifier have 
such an attribute. 
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Figure 3: Part of refined abstract model 
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If the abstract model is ever to be extended, the new state-space system and its identification 
method can be introduced into the model as new sub-objects. Figure 3 shows the new classes as 
gray boxes and the relations with dotted lines. The expansion of this part of the model is restricted 
to objects that adhere to the conditions set in the problem definition. Systems must be of the state-
space type and the identification method has to be like the one outlined in the theory. 
When exposing more details through refiniment one should reconsider the relations between parent 
and sibling objects. In the case of the identifiers and systems the new level of detail enforces a 
redefinition of the relations. Clearly, a Mechanical Identifier cannot perform identifications of a 
General System object. The uniform relation of the top level objects no longer holds 
unconditionally between sibling objects. The relationships are valid only for objects of the same 
kind, as can be seen in Figure 3. For the future objects to be derived from the Mechanical, General 
or Other System the relations remain unaltered. 
The part of the abstract model concerning the integrator and derivative objects will be extended as 
well. To illustrate the power of inheritance more than one sub-object for the integrator has been 
added to the model. Moreover, Adaptive RungeKutta is in fact a new top object for the 
RungeKutta45 and RungeKutta78 objects. The latter two merely differ in the size of some of the 
interface attributes because of the coefficients used. The Variable Ode object is more sophisticated 
and offers an abundance of attributes that form options and settings for the Integrate method. As it 
(optionally) uses an internal or external Jacobian a new Jacobian object is introduced. Jacobian has 
a Has-A relation with Variable Ode. Mathematically a Jacobian is similar to a matrix with extra 
capabilities. Thus, in terms of objects the next logical step is to define the Is-A relation with the 
existing Matrix object. 

IntegratorDerivative Matrix
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Adaptive
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New
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Figure 4: Details of integrator and derivative objects in abstract model 

The gray boxes in Figure 4 indicate new objects that have an Is-A relation to the top objects. The 
new objects are not pure new objects. The original interface remains unaltered, but will be given a 
new implementation later on. The general idea is that the programmer can create new objects with a 
specific implementation. It is not entirely correct to place the sub-objects in the abstract model. As 
will be seen later on they really belong in the implementation model. However, showing the objects 
here provides a good insight in the design strategy. 
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The implementation model 
The abstract model forms the core of the application. The entire application is considered to be a 
user-friendly shell for the control of the functionality of the core that solves the optimal estimation 
problem. Of course, for the application itself the whole process of making an abstract model and 
implementation model can be performed as well. As will be seen later on, object libraries provide 
the desired functionality in terms of reusable objects very well. These libraries form an application 
framework and will be used to create the outer shell of the application. They are platform 
dependent, whereas the core classes should be platform independent and reusable within any other 
configuration such as Alpha, Unix or Macintosh with a minimum of effort. 
The C++ programming language 
Before any language specific implementation can be made, a programming language has to be 
chosen. Since a choice in this stage will influence the rest of the project, choosing a language should 
not be thought of too lightly.  
Because the entire approach has been object-oriented it is obligatory that the programming 
language is object-oriented as well. Certain languages, such as Fortran, Cobol or Basic do not have 
such a nature and cannot be selected for that matter. A real object-oriented programming language 
should at least offer inheritance, as this has already been used in the description of the abstract 
model. Most object-oriented languages also offer functional overriding and polymorphism, whose 
features will be used exhaustingly. 
C++ is the object-oriented version of the C language. C and C++ have been around for a long 
time and are languages that have a broad support on multiple platforms. Every respectable platform 
at least has a C and C++ compiler and linker. Cross-platform development should therefore not be 
any problem, as long as no platform specific features are used. If classes are written in ANSI C++, 
the code should compile by definition. Vanilla C++ deviates from ANSI C++ in only the tiniest 
aspects, so that it should require a minimum of effort to port the code to a different platform. 
Almost every Application Programming Interfaces (API) uses C as the main programming 
language. A program written in C++ can use all of the language features of C. C++ is a superset of 
C, which means that it includes everything of C and introduces additional characteristics, such as 
object-oriented programming through classes. 
One other important issue that was taken into account when the choice for a language was made, is 
the computational speed of the language. Interpreter based languages such as the traditional Basic 
are slower by definition as the source code is interpreted during run-time and executed on a line by 
line basis. The languages that must be compiled and linked before execution have the initial 
preference. C and C++ also have the reputation and support of optimizing compilers and linkers. 
Moreover, the programming style of the language allows the programmer to create fast and efficient 
code. 
All the above arguments taken together, C++ seems to be a healthy choice for the implementation 
of the abstract model into classes. 
The implementation model 
The implementation model that is formed by the collection of the C++ classes will now be 
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explained. The focus is again on certain parts of the model. As the integrator and related classes 
were already studied, the more in-depth examination of these objects and corresponding classes is 
continued. The Identifier object, as one of the most interesting objects, will be discussed as well. 
For the other classes the reader might wish to refer to the source code, which is not listed in its 
entirety in this report. After the explanation of the aforementioned classes, the entire 
implementation model is listed and discussed in a more general way. 
The Hungarian convention will be used to clearly indicate the type of a certain name. Class names 
are prefixed with a C. For example, Integrator is the object and CIntegrator is the name for the 
corresponding class of the object. The member variables of a class are preceded by a m_ for 
member and global variables by a g_. Pointer variables have a p, references a r before the variable 
name. The various variable types have abbreviations that are easily identifiable once read. For 
example, the variable m_bStop is a Boolean member variable and g_rstrName a global reference 
to a string. 
Implementation in classes 
During the translating of the abstract model the aforementioned rules where abided to reach an 
correctly corresponding implementation model. As will be seen later on and can be gathered by 
looking at the rules pointers represent the majority of relations in the implementation model for the 
core classes. 

Integrator classes 
The CDerivative class is an almost empty class that will serve as a template class that cannot be used 
itself. New classes must be derived from it in order to provide the actual functionality of the class. 
In the class definition only the pure virtual function GetDerivative is present apart from the 
constructor and destructor. In a user-derived class the programmer must implement the function 
with the calculation of the derivatives y for a given vector y at time t. Thus, the derivative class can 
provide a derivative of a set of differential equations. It is assumed that the function arguments y 
and ydot are allocated double arrays and of correct size. 
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CAdaptive 
RungeKutta 
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45 
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78 

User 
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User 
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Figure.1: Class hierarchy for integrator and related classes 
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class CDerivative 
{ 
public: 
 CDerivative(void) { }; 

// Implementation 
public: 
 virtual ~CDerivative(void) { }; 

// Pure virtual functions 
public: 
 virtual int GetDerivative(double t, double* y, double* ydot) = 0; 
}; 

Just like the CDerivative class the CIntegrator class is a pure base class with no specific implementation 
of the important Integrate function. It is expected of the programmer to derive a new integrator 
(base-)class from CIntegrator and provide the intended functionality to the Integrate function. The 
two attributes m_pdInitState and m_pdFinalState for the initial and final state of the 
integrator are present as are two functions SetInitState and SetFinalState that provide access to the 
double pointers. It is very important to notice that there is no default constructor for the CIntegrator 
object, but one that takes the dimensions, i.e. the number of differential equations, as an argument. 
So, upon construction of an integrator object the number of differential equations must be known. 
As can be seen from the abstract model description the CIntegrator object has a Uses-A relation with 
a CDerivative object. A pointer to an object from the CDerivative derived class is provided through 
the SetDerivative function of the CIntegrator class, which is stored internally as a CDerivative type 
pointer. All of the attributes are protected and write access is provided through the three Set-
functions. 

class CIntegrator 
{ 
public: 
 CIntegrator(int nDimension) 
 { 
  ASSERT(nDimension > 0); 
  m_nDimension = nDimension; 
  m_pdInitState = m_pdFinalState = NULL; 
  m_pDerivative = NULL; 
 }; 

// Attributes 
protected: 
 int m_nDimension;   // Size of state vector 
 double* m_pdInitState;  // Pointer to state for integration 
 double* m_pdFinalState;  // Pointer to integrated state 
 CDerivative* m_pDerivative; // Pointer to derivative class 

// Implementation 
public: 
 virtual ~CIntegrator() { }; 

// Operations 
public: 
 void SetInitState(double* pdInitState) { m_pdInitState = pdInitState;} 
; 
 void SetFinalState(double* pdFinalState)  
   { m_pdFinalState = pdFinalState; }; 
 void SetDerivative(CDerivative* pDerivative) { m_pDerivative =  
   pDerivative; }; 

// Overrides 
public: 
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 virtual int Integrate(double& tstart, double tend) = 0; 
}; 

 
Figure 2: Graphical representation of CIntegrator class definition 

One of the derived classes for CIntegrator is the CVariableOde. This class implements a variable order 
integration method based upon either the Adams-Bashford or Backwards-Difference-Formula 
(BDF) method. Shown below is part of the functions that form the entire interface of the class. As 
can be seen from this abstract Integrate has an implementation. Helper functions and attributes 
form the largest part of the interface, next to the corresponding Get- and Set-functions that provide 
access to the internal variables of the class. All these functions and attributes and found their way 
into the model design during the phase of refinement through inheritance. The exact 
implementation was not important at that time. In the implementation model the CVariableOde 
object (or class) gets its final form, which is partially listed below. 

 
Figure 3: Graphical representation of CVariableOde class definition 

From the abstract model it can be gathered that the interface of the CVariableOde class also includes 
a pointer to a CJacobian derived class. The CJacobian class is a repetition of the exercise of the 
CDerivative class. Its purpose is also to provide some sort of derivative for a set of differential 
equations. In the interface one will find the exact same functions that were present in the CDerivative 
class. The special bit is the derivation of the class from the CMatrix class. The inheritance of the 
base class of matrices gives the CJacobian object the characteristics and functionality of the CMatrix 
class and adds to it the Jacobian functionality. The programmer must provide the latter part by 
deriving a new class from the CJacobian class and implementing the pure virtual function 
SetJacobian. 
The integrator classes that use the Runge-Kutta algorithm are a perfect example of how a new base 
class derived from another base class can be defined. A base class CAdaptiveRungeKutta is defined to 
form the top object of Runge-Kutta integrators. It dictates the interface of the sub-objects 
CRungeKutta45 and CRungeKutta78. All the two latter classes do is provide an implementation of the 
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SetCoefficients function and a new constructor. 
The three integrator classes that have been implemented so far do not have the exact same 
interface. CVariableOde and CAdaptiveRungeKutta will be compared, as there is actually no difference 
in the interface of the Runge-Kutta integrators. The differences become obvious when looking at 
the source code of these two classes. CVariableOde has by far a much larger interface. This is a direct 
consequence of the more advanced algorithm that is implemented in the class. Attributes and 
corresponding functions must be provided. Indeed these functions are specific to the class. In order 
to use the more advanced options one has to drop a level in the object or class hierarchy. Using 
integrators in a polymorphic way restricts the interface to that of the base class CIntegrator. If one 
wishes to set the attributes of a derived class one must choose an exact class and polymorphism of 
objects at the same level in the hierarchy is lost. The profit lies in the enriched interface. The same 
holds for other cases. 

Identifier class 
The Identifier object is much more difficult to implement. It involves more than one relation, uses 
a StateSpaceSystem object and has multiple Integrator objects and the algorithm for 
identification of systems must be implemented. The whole is too complicated to discuss in one 
time, so the CIdentifier class is explained in parts. 
First of all, during the implementation of the CIdentifier class, the object model was revised in one 
aspect. Chapter 3 already emphasized that one should be willing to adjust the abstract model if 
more details would be revealed. For the sake of gaining insights into the translation and revision 
process the adjustment is reported here. The whole abstract model presented in Chapter 3 
essentially still holds and is far more insightful. The minor adjustment involves that a new Is-A 
relation between Identifier and Derivative is introduced. Admitted the relation is not essential and 
created for convenience and elegance matters only. It all comes down to the Identifier object being 
its own Derivative for the Integrator objects it uses. This also means that the Uses-A relation 
between StateSpaceSystem and Derivative is superfluous or, in other words, combines into the 
already present Uses-A relation between Identifier and StateSpaceSystem. The whole revised 
abstract model thusly becomes as shown below. 
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of the new abstract model 

The main part of the CIdentifier is about performing integrations. Three integrator classes are 
available for use, CVariableOde, CRungeKutta45 and CRungeKutta45. For performance reasons 
only the CVariableOde class is used in the implementation of the algorithm. The ability to adaptively 
adjust the stepsize for stiff and non-stiff differential equations has proven to be so valuable for 
performance that it is not wise to use the other two integrator classes. 
The a priori available information consisted of a set of measurements zm that is presented to 
CIdentifier in the form of a pointer to double arrays m_ppdInput of size m_nSamples by size_z. The 
measurement are valid for an interval from m_dInputStartTime to m_dInputEndTime. As the 
integrator routines will almost certainly need to have intermediate measurement values a member 
function called GetInputAt (double t, CVector& rVector) performs a linear interpolation between the 
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m_nSamples sample points. The interpolation result is returned by the reference provided as an 
argument of the interpolation routine. 
Upon initialization the CIdentifier class allocates memory for the storage of results. It is important to 
know that one of the first assumptions that were made when the implementation of the algorithm 
was made is that the points for which the solution of the differential equations is evaluated are 
equidistant. Only then is it possible to allocate the correct amount of memory beforehand. Two 
pointers to double arrays m_ppdFilter and m_ppdSmoother are used for the filtering and smoothing 
results, whereas m_ppdSimulation stores the values retrieved by simulating the system. 
Because standard C++ does not offer aggregation of interfaces of nested objects it is necessary to 
introduce the larger part of the interface of the CVariableOde class to customize the settings for the 
integrator objects. 
As discussed in Chapter 3 the member functions GetFilterDerivative, GetSmootherDerivative and 
GetSimulationDerivative must be implemented by derived classes and not by CIdentifier itself. The 
functions are declared in the class definition as pure virtual function. Thus, it is mandatory to derive 
a class and implement the functionality for the calculation of the derivatives. One of the reasons 
that the abstract model was adjusted was the necessity to have three different CDerivative derived 
classes for one CIdentifier class. The adjustment requires a special construction, since a single 
CDerivative (or derived class) can implement only one derivative through the GetDerivative member 
function. In GetDerivative the CIdentifier class uses a switch case combination that selects the correct 
derivative. For this end it maintains a member variable m_nDerivative of an enumerated type, that 
represents the mode of the instantiated CIdentifier object. 
The CIdentifier class has a pointer m_pSystem to a CStateSpace derived class that it represents the 
Uses-A relation. A look at the CStateSpaceSystem class definition shows that it cannot be used by 
itself. The embedded pointer m_pSystem is included to force the CIdentifier derived classes to use a 
CStateSpaceSystem derived class. In the CIdentifier derived classes a safe cast to the correct class type 
must be made to use the specific attributes of the different system class objects. Refer to Figure 3.3 
and the discussion for additional information. 
The main functions in the interface are the Filter, Smoothe and Simulate, each of which performs a 
single integration over the interval [t0, te], stored in the variables m_dStartTime and m_dEndTime. 
The Identify member function alternates the filtering and smoothing according to the algorithm. 
The number of equations that each of these function solves is calculated based upon the sizes of 
the various vectors. They are stored in the member variables m_nFilterEquations, 
m_nSmootherEquations and m_nSimulationEquations respectively and are used to instantiate the 
integrators that are referenced by pointers m_pFilterIntegrator, m_pSmootherIntegrator and 
m_pSimulationIntegrator. The integrators and memory are created and allocated on an as needed 
basis. For example, during simulation no filter and smoother related members are used. 
The filtering of the measurements is fairly straightforward. The appropriate derivatives can be 
calculated by calling the GetFilterDerivative function that evaluates the system class for the current 
state and input and retrieves the updated derivatives or attributes. The integration of the derivatives 
is performed by integration over m_nPoints minus one subsequent smaller intervals, where 
m_nPoints is the specified number of points. As the CVariableOde integrator is optimized for the use 
of subsequent intervals care is taken not to call the SetInitState function. It is called only once to set 
the allocated memory for the initial state with m_pdFilterState. The next double array from 
m_ppdFilter is used as the argument of SetFinalState instead. The intermediate solution of the 
differential equation is automatically stored in the correct place this way. The Riccati differential 
equation is solved by organizing the upper triangle and diagonal of Q as a column appended to that 
of q. This way the number of extra equations is not n2, but n(n+1)/2. for an n by n Q matrix. 
The smoother pass is somewhat more difficult to perform. The difficulty originates from the fact 
that on the backward integration the solution of the filter pass must be used to evaluate certain 
functions. As explained above the filter pass only stores m_nPoints, which will hardly be adequate 
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for intermediate interpolation in stiff areas. A first order linear interpolation is an option, but the 
only correct way to solve the smoother differential equations is to use the exact solution for the 
time between two stored points. The CIdentifier class solves the filter equations from the leftmost 
point up to the intermediate time. The evaluation of the filter solution is guaranteed to be exact, but 
does put a strain on the computation speed. Integration backward means a repetitive solving of the 
filter equations for almost every evaluated smoother point. This is the main reason why two 
different integrator objects are used for the smoother pass. The benefits of subsequent intervals for 
the smoother integrator can be maintained. The initial state of the filter integrator changes many 
times, so hardly any performance gain can be made there. As with the filtering 
GetSmootherDerivative must be implemented in a CIdentifier derived class. 
The alternative filtering and smoothing is controlled within the Identify routine. This function first 
performs a filter pass with a call to Filter and then calls Smoothe. It takes care of all the 
administration, such as the setting of the enumerated derivative type m_nDerivative. After a 
successful filter and smooth pass it checks if the criterion value for the boundary conditions is 
reached. If this is true, Identify returns with a success code. The filtering and smoothing is 
continued until the maximum number of passes have been made or earlier if the integration of 
either passes is not completed. In such cases a failure code is returned. 
The easiest implementation is the Simulate function. This involves a standard integration to 
calculate the solution of the differential equation that is evaluated with a call to 
GetSimulationDerivative. Only one pass from left to right is needed and can only fail if the next 
intermediate point could not be reached within the maximum number of steps. 
All remaining attributes are implemented fairly straightforward and one on one. The vector and 
matrix objects are enclosed as whole object and are constructed as soon as the CStateSpaceSystem is 
connected to the CIdentifier object. According to the rules for translation the vectors and matrices 
need to have a member function that performs non-ConstructorTime initialization. Indeed this 
function is present in the form of the Create functions for each of the classes. 
The entire implementation model 
In the figure below a concise diagram of the entire implementation model is given. In this model 
not all classes have been listed, nor do the listed classes have complete interfaces depicted. The 
model serves as a general overview of the implementation model and should not be considered 
complete. 
The close reader will notice that in the source code no classes CIdentifier or derived classes are 
present. This absence is a result of the integration with the object libraries. Some minor changes are 
involved, but the naming convention caused the most dramatic external change: the change of the 
class names. In the paragraph following the introduction of the Foundation Classes the subject of 
the identifier classes will be revisited. 
In bold some of the interfaces list a set of member functions or attributes that are self-explanatory. 
For the CIdentifier class only the filter related attributes and functions are listed where the smoother 
and simulation counterparts are merely the same with different name. 
The CGeneralSystem and CGeneralIdentifier classes are not listed at all. 
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CIntegrator
Integrate()
SetDeriv ativ e()
SetInitState()
SetFinalState()
m_nDimension
m_pDeriv ativ e

CMatrix
Zero()
Transpose()
GetRows()
GetColumns()
Inv erse()
operators
m_ppdMemory
m_nRows
m_nColumns

CVector
Zero()
GetNorm()
Transpose()
GetSize()
operators
m_nSize

CDerivative
GetDeriv ativ e()

CJacobian
SetJacobian()

CIdentifier
GetDeriv ativ e()
SetJacobian()
Filter()
GetFilterDeriv ativ e()
m_pFilterIntegrator
m_ppdFilter
m_pdFilterState
m_nFilterEquations
SetInitialGuess()
SetMethod()
m_dBeta
m_pSy stem
m_dStartTime
m_dEndTime
m_dNorm
m_nMaxPasses
sizes
matrices
vectors
integrator settings
m_ppdInput
m_dInputStartTime
m_dInputEndTime
m_nPoints
m_nSamples

CVariableOde
GetJacobian()
m_pJacobian
m_pDeriv ativ e
Helper f unctions
Help attributes

CStateSpaceSystem

SetTime()
SetExtendedState()
Create()
CalculateOutput()
CalculateStateDeriv ativ e()
m_strName
vectors
sizes
names

CMechanicalIdentifier
Helper f unctions
Helper v ariables
GetFilterDeriv ativ e()
GetSmootherDeriv ativ e()
GetSimulationDeriv ativ e()
m_pSy stem

CMechanicalSystem
OnUpdate()
SetExtendedInput()
matrices
v ectors

User systems

CGeneralSystem
matrices
v ectors

User systems
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Application creation 
In this chapter a closer look will be taken at the design of the application and the integration with 
the core object classes and its functionality. Although it is assumed that the reader has some notion 
of Windows programming, a short explanation of the principles and discussion of the relevant 
details precede most topics. For an in-depth discussion or the basis of these matters the reader can 
find excellent documentation in the literature listed in Appendix A. 

Application design considerations 
One of the boundary conditions for the development of the application is that the application 
should be 32-bit and Windows 95 and NT 4.0 compatible. Although it is possible to create 32-bit 
console applications (DOS command prompt-like programs) it was decided that the graphical user 
interface (GUI) of Windows should be used. The GUI facilitates the abundance of input 
information that must be provided for the optimal estimation problem. The Windows environment 
also provides very good inter-application connectivity. Numerous other advantages can be 
mentioned. 
In the Systems and Control Group of the Eindhoven University of Technology many students and 
other researchers perform lengthy calculations on computers. An often-used tool is the Matlab 
environment for the PC platform. A major disadvantage of Matlab is that real pre-emptive 
multitasking is not implemented. Consequently, the program uses almost all of the processor time 
when performing calculations, rendering the computer useless for other purposes. Apart from 
Matlab many other applications suffer from the drawback that one instance of the application can 
only perform a single calculation at a time. So, the application should operate as a real pre-emptive 
multitasking program and implement multiple threads for multiple concurrent calculations. 
The Matlab program facilitates the processing and visualization of data of different origins. Its 
strength lies in the mathematical, algebraic computations it can perform and the broad support it 
has worldwide. Various toolboxes provide additional functionality for analysis and processing. As 
mentioned before, Matlab is an often used tool and extremely useful for the preprocessing of data 
from e.g. experiments. One of the important capabilities of post-processing is the ability to plot 
graphs. It has its own file format in the form of Mat files. Moreover, dynamic link libraries and a 
corresponding Application Programming Interface (API) reference guide are supplied with the 
Matlab program. It seemed extremely useful to  

Object libraries 
There are various ways to implement certain functionality in a Windows environment. 
Programming under Windows can be done in more than one way. It is possible to use the Win32 
API and program in ANSI C, an often tedious and lengthy task. In the matter of Rapid Application 
Development (RAD) the object libraries provide an excellent alternative. Object libraries 
encapsulate the Windows user interface and functionality into a large number of object-oriented 
classes, often ordered in a hierarchic tree. the whole set forms a framework upon which an 
application can be build. The libraries are perfect schoolbook examples of code reusability and 
object-oriented design and fit nicely into the design picture that was outlined in Chapter 3. 
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There are two very decent libraries available from large companies, namely the Microsoft 
Foundation Classes (MFC) and Borland’s Object Windows Library (OWL). Each of these libraries 
has its own characteristics and implementation strategy. The most important difference is that MFC 
is initially intended for use with C++, whereas OWL uses object-oriented Pascal as its main 
language. The two companies back their libraries with an Integrated Development Environment 
(IDE) to provide a complete tool for RAD. Assuming that use of object libraries is intended and 
limiting the choice to the aforementioned two libraries, one still has to take into account some 
aspects and consequences of the choice. 
During the translation of the abstract model to the implementation model the advantages of the 
choice for the C++ programming language was already elaborately discussed. It seems very logical 
to extent the choice towards the object libraries. Maintaining the same language for the 
programming of the application avoids all kinds of mixed language problems. So, it is safe to state 
that object libraries using C++ have our initial preference. In our case this means MFC  
After an object library has been selected, the next choice is that of the development environment or 
application. MFC can be used with several C++ compilers and linkers, such as Borland C++ 
Builder or Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0. Unnecessary lengthy discussions about the pros and cons of 
each of these products can be avoided by remarking that Visual C++ was selected mainly because 
of an available site license and personal preference. 
Summarizing the above, a choice was made to implement the core classes in C++ and use MFC to 
provide the basis for the Windows platform. The IDE in which all was to be developed is the 
Visual C++ environment, also known as and often referred to as Developer Studio. 
Multithreading 
Both Windows 95 and Windows NT are multithreading environments, offering the possibility to 
implement more than a single thread in an application. A thread can be thought of as a line of 
execution within a program or a heart within a body. Ordinarily all threads using MFC classes 
derive from CWinThread. Threads can be of two different types: User Interface (UI) and worker 
threads. UI threads are intended to respond to the user’s interaction with the user interface and take 
appropriate actions. Worker threads on the other hand are used mainly for background processing 
of all kinds. The division of labor between a UI thread and worker thread makes a responsive 
application. User actions are dealt with immediately because the UI thread does not spend its time 
on calculations. 
The most important technical difference between these two types is that a UI thread spends time in 
a Run method, pumping messages. This means that it is part of the MFC Windows message routing 
system and responds to messages posted on the message queue. A worker thread does not have a 
message pump, although it is able to post and send messages. 

Combining User Interface and worker threads 
To use a UI thread one typically derives a new class, say CUIThread from CWinThread using the 
ClassWizard of Visual C++. The InitInstance, ExitInstance and Run overridables can be adjusted 
to implement a specific functionality. The goal is to use the CWinThread class, intended for user 
interface type threads, as the base for a class that behaves as a worker thread. 
The intention is to use separate worker threads for each of the calculations that are performed 
within the context of the application. The threads should behave as self-contained entities that have 
access to all encapsulated data. A couple of problems emerge whenever multithreading is 
considered. There is the issue of concurrent access to shared resources and the problem of 
communication with and between threads. Moreover, it is extremely difficult to synchronize events 
between threads, especially the termination of worker threads. The class CWorkerThread addresses 
the issues involved. 
Starting with the last problem, the CWorkerThread contains two pointers to CEvent objects called 
m_pKillEvent and m_pDeadEvent. Whenever the thread must be terminated from the outside, a call 
to the Kill method is made, which sets the m_pKillEvent inside. Note that Kill is called from the 
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context of another thread. It is assumed that within the Run function of the thread the calculation 
or operation is divided into smaller steps. After each successful step a lock must be attempted on 
the kill event. If the lock succeeds, the thread will not continue but terminate itself. At the end of 
this termination process the thread calls the Delete method which raises the dead event. The Kill 
method waits for this moment upon which it deletes the thread object. 
The solution mentioned above is a good way to terminate worker threads from the outside. Of 
course threads can also stop the line of execution whenever they are finished or an some form of 
error has occurred. The thread might contain important information that must be saved before the 
object is deleted. Normally, a CWinThread object destroys itself very efficiently, together with all 
information. The m_bAutoDelete member provides a solution. By setting this member to FALSE 
the object does not delete itself when it enters the Delete method. It does raise the dead event that 
was mentioned earlier. From the outside one can still check if the thread terminated itself by trying 
to obtain a lock on the event. If the lock is successful, relevant member variables can be accessed. 
Finally, the CWorkerThread object should be deleted, as the thread itself will not do that. 

Identifier objects and classes revisited 
Although the original intention was to keep the Foundation and core classes strictly separated, a 
small concession was made, resulting in one hybrid class. Keep in mind that the application 
addresses a problem that involves lengthy calculations. Using multithreading techniques would 
improve the user friendliness of the application. 
As can be seen from Figure 1 the CIdentifierThread class is multiply derived from the CWorkerThread 
and CDerivative class. The MFC reference discourages multiple derivation of classes for CObject 
derived classes. However, CDerivative is a pure class that has no connections to the CObject class. By 
deriving not only from CDerivative but also from CWorkerThread the original CIdentifier class 
transforms into a new identifier class that has the functionality of an identifier object and 
characteristics of a thread. The class name is changed into CIdentifierThread to reflect this hybrid 
behavior. 

CDerivative

CWinThread

CIdentifierThread

CWorkerThread

CMechanicalThread

CGeneralThread

 
Figure 1: Threading classes 

Some minor modification had to be made to implement the identifier object in a thread-jacket. The 
most dramatic change, if at all, is the combination of the Simulate and Identify methods into the 
Run method of the thread. This is a necessary evil, because the thread will always enter the latter. 
The combination is made by introducing a Boolean variable called m_bSimulation that indicates 
whether the thread must perform an identification or simulation of the system. When 
m_bSimulation is TRUE it calls the original Simulate function. The larger part of the Run method is 
filled with the former Identify function. Furthermore, the Initialize function is moved to the 
InitInstance method that is called when the thread is about to enter the Run method. 
Granted, it would have been possible to keep the CIdentifier class in its entirety and put an object 
inside the worker thread. An abundance of administration would be the consequence as a result of 
the multiply nested objects. Unlike COM, C++ classes do not support aggregation for nested 
objects. The small modifications allow an elegant hybrid class that is simple in its design. Moreover, 
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no additional communication between the thread and the component CIdentifier object is needed. 
As outlined before, the thread needs to be able to divide the calculations into small controllable 
blocks, to allow outside interference and provide responsiveness. It would not be possible to call 
the Identify method of the identifier object. Such a call would be like giving a carte blanche to the 
control of the thread to a component. The Identify method would have to be dissected into smaller 
parts. In other words, it would have to be replicated inside the Run method, resulting in redundancy 
of code. All of this can be avoided by combining the objects. These are perhaps the most important 
advantages. 
For CIdentiferThread derived classes nothing essential changes. They should still implement the 
Get…Derivative functions All relevant information still resides within the base class. 
The issue of synchronizing the access to shared resources is in general avoided as much as possible. 
Each of the identifier threads has its own resources and does not need to access any resources when 
it is executing. Upon the startup of a thread all resources are allocated and assigned to the thread. 
Only the allocation of the storage memory is handled by the thread itself, but this is handled 
gracefully. During operation the thread does not use any other shared resources. Therefore, no 
refuge has to be taken to complicated critical sections one needs otherwise for the synchronization 
of resource access.  

Messaging of identifier threads 
The communication of and between threads can be handled relatively easy by using the Windows 
messaging system. The Windows platform has a mechanism of sending messages to a queue, which 
are handled by the appropriate addressee. The recipient application of a message should handle the 
message with an action if necessary. For example, whenever the client area of a window must be 
repainted a WM_PAINT message is send to the owner of the window. In most cases the owner is an 
application, which responds to the received message by repainting its window on the screen.  
A whole set of messages is predefined within the Windows platform. MFC has a different way of 
handling messages. CCmdTarget derived object within the MFC hierarchy can implement message 
handlers that respond to messages. MFC uses an intricate mechanism to route messages to objects 
that are possible candidates with an implementation of that particular message handler. For the set 
of predefined messages handlers are already present within the objects in the class library. A 
programmer can introduce new messages known as user messages by defining unique integer 
constants in the WM_USER range.  
The communication to the outside world is handled by sending and posting messages. Special 
events that might require outside intervention are given a message ID. Table 1 shows the user 
messages for the identifier thread object. Whenever the thread needs to it sends the correct message 
to its parent. The parent of the threads is a frame window of the class CManagerFrame. The 
managing frame class will be discussed later. The parent takes actions upon receiving the messages 
from threads.  
There are two methods of sending messages, which are called sending and posting messages. If a 
message is sent to a recipient the sender waits until the recipient confirms the completion of the 
handler. When a message is posted the sender continues with its line of execution and is not 
interested in the handling of the message. For all it cares the message might not even be handled at 
all. The CIdentifierThread uses this mechanism to halt itself whenever access to its resources is 
needed. For example, when a filter pass is completed WM_USER_THREAD_FILTERPASS is send (not 
posted) to the parent. It cannot continue its calculations until the parent has handled the message. 
In the message handler of the parent the resources of the thread can be safely accessed. Matters are 
different when the WM_USER_THREAD_UPDATE message is posted (not sent). Because the update 
information is not considered vital, the thread does not wait until the message is handled, wasting 
precious computation time, but continues the calculation. The purpose of WM_USER_THREAD_UPDATE 
is to inform the recipient of an altered progress status. Internally the progress of the thread is kept 
in variables. Since the thread will access the status variables when it continues its calculations, the 
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parent is not allowed to read from them when it handles the update. When messages are sent two 
additional parameters can be included apart from the message ID. The two parameters are of the 
WPARAM and LPARAM type. The thread posts the message to the parent and includes the progress in 
both message parameters. This way the recipient parent can decrypt the parameters and be 
informed of the progress at the moment of the posting. 
Message name Send/Post Value Description 

WM_USER_THREAD_ABORTED Send 0x0401 Thread has aborted itself 
WM_USER_THREAD_FINISHED Send 0x0402 Thread is finished 
WM_USER_THREAD_UPDATE Post 0x0403 An update of the progress is available 
WM_USER_THREAD_FILTERPASS Send 0x0404 End of filter pass is reached 
WM_USER_THREAD_SMOOTHERPASS Send 0x0405 End of smoother pass is reached 
Table 1: User messages for identifier threads 

Document/View architecture 
With the introduction of MFC 2.0 a new set of objects was introduced. These objects form the 
basis of what is called the document/view architecture. The architecture is designed primarily for 
file-based applications, but this is not a requirement. In an application that uses the document/view 
architecture a document object represents (part of) the internal data of the program. The data is 
made visible in possibly several manners by different view objects. The document itself is not 
visible, but one can look at it in a certain way as defined by that particular view object. The view and 
the application are captured inside a frame window, for which classes exist as well. 
There are two main types of document/view applications. When an application can open more 
than one object at the same time, it is a Multiple Document Interface (MDI) application. If only 
one document can be edited at a time, the application has a Single Document Interface (SDI). Not 
only can MDI applications have more than one document open at the same time, they can also 
define more than one view for a single document type and have multiple, possibly different, views 
of a single document object. For SDI applications none of this holds. Only one view of one type 
for one type of document can be open at a time. 
As it is expected that more than one type of file will be used by the application the choice of a MDI 
application seems obvious. Moreover, it is desirable to be able to open more than one file at the 
same time, for example when working with multiple sets of measurements. As discussed above, 
SDI is insufficient for this matter and the application certainly is not dialog based. So, the only 
remaining option is to create a MDI application. 

Document types 
Nowadays many applications work with projects. Projects are meant to keep information regarding 
a certain task or operation together. A project is chosen to be the basis of the OptEst application. 
Its purpose is to facilitate the file management and retain settings, last used values and options for a 
system. The CProjectDoc class is designed explicitly to perform all these tasks and functions. Several 
of its attributes correspond one on one to the input arguments of the CIdentifierThread and CIntegrator 
class. Some extra options are included as well, such as the last used directory and files. CProjectDoc 
also contains a list of files that can be used throughout the application. Thus, the need to locate files 
is reduced to a minimum, since the pathnames of files are included in the project document. 
Whenever files must be used the list of pathnames can be consulted. A small class CProjectItem is 
created to keep track of a single file and is able to provide extra information regarding the file. 
CProjectDoc contains a CTypedPtrList data member that maintains a list with pointers to CProjectItem 
objects. The serialization mechanism of CDocument derived classes takes care of the storage of all 
information in the project document to a project file. Last but not least the project document has a 
single, non-alterable pointer to a CStateSpaceSystem derived object. The system object is dynamically 
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reconstructed in either the Serialize or OnNewDocument method. More details about the details of 
the reconstruction can be found in  
The document template CProjectDocTemplate has been adjusted so that only one document object 
can be open at the same time. This implies that there can be only one current system object to work 
with. 
The close integration and cooperation with Matlab called for an easy way to access Matlab files 
MFC style. MFC heavily depends upon the document/view architecture to provide file-based 
functionality. The Matlab API works with files much in the same way as C-style input/output 
operations. This does not fit easily into the document/view architecture. The CMatlabDoc class 
internally handles all file based IO through the Matlab dynamic link libraries but acts as a regular 
document object on the outside. The only peculiar behavior is the fact that when a new document 
is created, a filename must be provided beforehand and that no save operations are needed. The 
origin lies in the characteristics of the Matlab files and the way the Matlab libraries interact with 
these. The result is a file that behaves almost exactly like a database would. When a Matlab file is 
opened not all information it contains is loaded into memory. It remains inside the file. Memory is 
allocated only when a particular item inside a file is opened. Closing the item means the file is 
updated. Consequently, all write operations are instantly reflected in the file. So, there is no need for 
an implementation of OnSaveDocument, which is normally called when the contents of a 
document have been altered. 
The two document types mentioned above each have a single view object associated with it. The 
CProjectDoc has a CListView derived view that displays the list of included files in a list control. The 
settings, options and values that are stored in the project document are not visible directly, so no 
view is needed or provided for them. CMatlabDoc also has a CListView derived class called 
CMatlabView that shows all arrays from a Matlab file in a list control. The presentation of the arrays, 
ranging from double through char arrays to cells and sparse arrays, is taken from the Matlab 5.1 
workspace viewer. Someone familiar with the latter program can instantly recognize the 
information provided in the view. Those who do not know the workspace viewer will find the view 
intuitively easy to work with. 
The last document type implemented in the OptEst application is actually not a document at all. 
The CEditView class is used for the editing of text based files. The edit view can do without a 
document because it has a SerializeRaw function to perform the serialization of the raw text. Each 
CEditView object behaves as a document and view combined into a single class. Care has been 
taken to avoid multiple views of this type, because in a way each view represents a different 
document. 

Main and child frames 
The application uses three different frame classes. For the application frame itself is a 
CMDIFrameWnd derived class CMainFrame that has no special functionality. All it does is own the 
CManagerFrame window and implements handlers to show or hide this window and update the user 
interface. 
All child windows of the application use the CChildFrame class to create frame objects. CChildFrame 
is a bare bones, AppWizard generated class derived from CMDIChildWnd. The virtual 
PreCreateWindow function is overridden with an adjustment of the CREATESTRUCT variable. 
CChildFrame also contains a member of the CTitleBar class. The latter implements a pane-like 
structure, just like the CStatusBar class does. It allows document or view classes to add UI update 
message handlers that set the text of individual panes in the title bar of the frame window. 
CProjectDoc uses the panes to set the name of the selected system in the title bar. 
CManagerFrame is a more complex frame class. It was designed to manage the communication to 
and from the threads and provide a visual interface with which the user can interact and control the 
threads. The class is derived from CFrameWnd, not CMDIChildWnd, making it a top level window 
that resides outside of the main frame of the application. The outer appearance is that of a separate 
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application. Inside the frame a CListView object is created during the call to OnCreate. The view 
class’s pointer to the document is explicitly set to NULL, because no document is needed. 
The frame has its own menu and toolbar, both of which provide the user with interface elements to 
control the threads. Standard command ID oriented functions are provided to perform the related 
tasks. During operation the frame checks for the consistency of the threads and manages the state 
of individual threads. It suspends, kills or resumes threads and sets priorities, if so desired by the 
user. CManagerFrame keeps a list of all threads currently under its management. The CTypedPtrArray 
used for this purpose is a template class that uses CWorkerThread pointers. The interaction with the 
threads is transparent for all types of CWorkerThread derived classes. 
The manager frame is the parent window for all the identifier threads that run within the 
application. A whole range of handlers for the message that the threads will send to the frame is 
implemented. The message map has entries for all of the messages listed in Table 1. Since the 
messages are sent specifically by CIdentifierThread or derived objects, a cast is made from a 
CWorkerThread pointer to one of the former class. Thus, the member variables of the identifier 
thread can be accessed. The access is safe during the handling of the messages in case of a sent 
message. The knowledge of the way threads send and post messages is used throughout the 
message handlers. 

Dialogs and property sheets 
OptEst has some custom dialog boxes. The templates for these dialogs are included in the resource 
file. The dialogs rely upon the DDX/DDV mechanism for validation and the transferal of values 
between controls and member variables. They use only standard ClassWizard generated member 
variables and message handlers. For standard message boxes the AfxMessageBox function is called. 
The strings that are displayed in the boxes are loaded from the resource string list. All dialogs are 
modal. 
A set of property pages was created that allow the user to enter the values, settings and options 
needed for the tasks threads can perform, i.e. simulation, identification and validation. Because the 
information that must be entered is largely the same, the property pages are organized in such a way 
that they can be used for the different tasks. However, the appearance is not always the same, but 
the larger part of the functionality is, hence the approach. 

typedef struct tagTHREADPARAMS 
{ 
 // General 
 double m_dStartTime, m_dEndTime; 
 CStateSpaceSystem* m_pSystem; 

 // Identification parameters 
 int m_nPoints; 
 CMatrix R0, V, W; 
 double* m_pdInitState; 

// Sample characteristics 
 int m_nSamples; 
 double m_dInputStartTime, m_dInputEndTime; 
 double** m_ppdInput; 

} THREADPARAMS; 

To facilitate the transfer of information from the project to the pages and finally to the thread a 
structure THREADPARAM was designed that has member variables explicitly needed by a 
CIdentifierThread object. The type definition of the structure is listed below. 
As can be seen from the definition, the parameters for the identifier thread contains no information 
other than that of the base class CStateSpaceSystem and variables that apply to all CIdentifierThread 
derived classes. 
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The individual pages must be inserted in a CPropertySheet derived class. CStarterSheet acts as the sheet 
surrounding the individual pages and is the owner of the THREADPARAM object. Table 2 shows which 
pages are inserted for simulation, identification and validation. It has some additional common 
functions that are used by the different pages, such as filling a combo box with items from a Matlab 
file. Lastly, it contains two Boolean values m_bValidation and m_bSimulation that are consulted by 
the pages for their respective behavior and appearance. The project document inserts the 
appropriate pages into the sheet depending on the task that is about to be started. It then creates a 
new parameter structure and copies the last used values to it. The pages, automatically children of 
the sheet object, check their parent and adjust themselves accordingly. They are allowed to edit the 
variables from the THREADPARAM object. When the property sheet dialog finishes, all parameters are 
already set and ready for use. A call to CWorkerThread::SetParams is all that remains to set the 
common parameters for the identifier threads.  
Property page derived class Simulation Validation Identification 

CGeneralPage Yes Yes Yes 
CIntegrationPage Yes Yes Yes 
CParameterPage Yes Yes Yes 
CAdvancedPage No No Yes 
Table 2: Property pages used for various operation modes 

User systems 
The approach with object oriented design allows someone to extent the object model with ease. 
The new objects can be implemented in new classes as described before. On a different level a user 
of the program can extent the set of state-space systems for the given object model. The latter 
remains intact, whereas new derived classes are introduced that correspond to new systems 
descriptions. 

CDerivative

CWinThread

CIdentifierThread

CWorkerThread

CMechanicalThread

CGeneralThread

 
Figure 2: Class hierarchy for state-space and derived systems 

In our case the new system classes are derived from either CMechanicalSystem or CGeneralSystem. 
Figure 2 shows the class (not object) hierarchy from the implementation model and the places 
where the so-called user systems fit in. Appendix H describes how the set of systems can be 
extended. 
The set of systems that a user has made by deriving new classes is available within the application. 
Whenever a user wants to create a new system it derives a new class from the class with the 
appropriate description and recompiles the corresponding file. A few issues have to be resolved for 
this construction to work. The next paragraph explains the details. 

Dynamically reconstructed objects 
The exact class of the system object is not known at compile-time. The user can choose an object 
from whichever class pleases him. Therefore it must be possible to dynamically construct or 
reconstruct object for an initially unknown class. This particular issue is a recurring one within the 
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world of object-oriented programming. A similar problem that arises is the determination of the 
exact runtime type of an object. It would be a Herculean task to try and create a mechanism for 
these problems. Fortunately, MFC provides a mechanism to implement dynamic construction and 
runtime type determination through the CObject class. 
Besides the derivation from CObject several macros must be called to assign a new class with the 
mentioned capabilities, DECLARE_SERIAL in header file and IMPLEMENT_SERIAL in the implementation 
file. The serialization mechanism of MFC always saves runtime class information when a CObject 
derived class performs serialization. No further items have to be stored, as the user systems should 
be self-contained objects. They should not need any initialization other than in the constructor of 
the object. 
There are two moments when a state-space system must be constructed. The first is when a new 
project document is created. The OnNewDocument override presents a CNewProjectDlg dialog 
object with a list of system names. The names are connected to the corresponding runtime 
information of the classes. The lists are contained within two global arrays with pointers to 
CRuntimeClass objects and _TCHAR called g_prtcSystems and g_strSystems. Upon selecting a system 
the list first of the lists is consulted and the CRuntimeClass::CreateObject function is called. 
The other moment is when a CProjectDoc object is opened by serialization. The serialization 
mechanism automatically reconstructs the system object based on the stored runtime class 
information when the extraction >> operator is used. The framework has done all preliminary work 
when the insertion operator << stored the object. 
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System descriptions 
Two mass system with a spring and damper 
The two mass system consists of two masses with one degree of freedom each. Their position is 
denoted by s, speed v and acceleration a. These have subscript numbers 1 and 2 indicating the 
different masses.  
The masses are connected by a spring and a damper with constants c and k respectively. The force 
of the spring and damper on the two masses in the positive s1 direction is given by 

)( 12 sscFspring −⋅=  

and 
)( 12 vvkFdamper −⋅=  

The system is subjected to an external force F. 
The equation of motion becomes 
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The external force F is considered to be the input signal u. The unknown parameters vector θ is 
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The measurement equation of the mechanical system description is 
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The linearized matrices of the mechanical system description then become 
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The rotating arm 
For the identification of the rotating arm the model a friction model of the form 

F Wfriction d= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
2
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εarctan(  )a  

was used. The equation of motion is of the form 
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where Wd is the dynamic friction coefficient, J the mass and c the damping coefficient. 
The extended state is defined as 
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The measurement function is 
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The various matrices and vectors in the mechanical system description then become 
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where the constants ε is taken as ε = 10,0. 
The derivative matrices C and D can be evaluated to 
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Philips VRS Robot 
The Philips VRS Robot has been used as a one-dimensional translating system. The equation of 
motion has been taken as 
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representing a possibly different constant friction constant for the left and right direction of motion. 
There are five elements in the unknown parameters vector θ. 
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The input vector u equals to V=u and the measurement function 
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The derivative of the extended state vector is 
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Class descriptions 
This appendix describes the properties and methods of the core classes. 

CWorkerThread 

 
 

#include “Threads.h” 
 
Construction 
CWorkerThread Constructor of base class object 
Attributes 
IsSuspended Checks if the thread is suspended 
m_pDeadEvent Event that signals whether the thread finished killing itself 
Operations 
Wait Holds the execution of the thread 
Kill Kills and destroys the thread 
Suspend Suspends the thread 
Resume Resumes the thread 

Appendix 
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CWorkerThread:: CWorkerThread 
CWorkerThread(int pWnd) 

Parameters 
pWnd Parent window of the thread. 

Remarks 
The thread is created in a two step process. The call to the constructor, where one can specify the parent 
window if any, and a call to CWinThread::CreateThread. 

CWorkerThread::IsSuspended 
BOOL IsSuspended( ) 
Return Value 
TRUE if the worker thread is suspended. FALSE otherwise. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Use IsSuspended to test whether a thread is suspended. Call the Suspend function to suspend a thread. 

CWorkerThread::Wait 
void Integrate(int nSeconds) 
Return Value 
None. 

Parameters 
nSeconds Number of seconds that the thread will hold execution. 

Remarks 
Stops the execution of the thread for a period nSeconds seconds and will continue after the sleep interval. 

CWorkerThread::Kill 
void Kill( ) 
Return Value 
None 

Parameters 
None 

Remarks 
Kill destroys the thread upon the next attempt of the thread to obtain a lock on the internal Kill event. 
You can test if the thread has finished killing itself by trying to lock the event m_pDeadEvent. This event 
will become available once the thread has finished. As the thread does not destroy itself, it is necessary to 
delete the thread object by calling the delete operator. 
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CWorkerThread::Resume 
BOOL Integrate( ) 
Return Value 
TRUE if the worker thread resumed. If the thread is still suspended, FALSE is returned. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
None. 

CWorkerThread::Suspend 
BOOL Suspend( ) 
Return Value 
TRUE if the worker thread was suspended successfully. FALSE otherwise. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
None. 
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CIdentifierThread 

 
CIdentifierThread serves as the base class for all identification performing classes that are derived from it. 
The class contains all methods and attributes that are necessary to perform an identification of a system 
from the type of system classes as described in the theory. 
The relevant information for an identification task is passed in the THREADPARAMS structure. It is defined 
as follows: 

typedef struct tagTHREADPARAMS 
{ 
 // General 
 double m_dStartTime, m_dEndTime; 
 CStateSpaceSystem* m_pSystem; 
 
 // Identification parameters 
 int m_nPoints; 
 CMatrix R0, V, W; 
 double* m_pdInitState; 
 
 // Sample characteristics 
 int m_nSamples; 
 double m_dInputStartTime, m_dInputEndTime; 
 double** m_ppdInput; 
} THREADPARAMS; 

It contains a CStateSpaceSystem pointer to an object of that class, the initial guess and weight vectors and the 
start and end time of the identification interval plus an array of the input variables with begin and end time 
and size. 
Typically the class derived from CIdentifierThread performs the identification of a system class derived from 
CStateSpaceSystem. A derived class must implement the GetSmootherDerivative, GetFilterDerivative and 
GetSimulationDerivative with the calculation of the smoother, filter and simulation derivatives based upon 
the current state and time of the system. 
In the override of the InitInstance method, the derived class should perform the initialization of all 
identification method specific vectors, matrices and sizes. The information for the system comes from the 
THREADPARAMS structure as a cast from the m_pSystem member to the type of the system class. The 
override must call the base class member at the end. 

#include “Threads.h” 
 
Construction 
CIdentifierThread Constructor of base class object 
Attributes 
size_q, size_x, size_u, 
size_z 

Various sizes of the vectors 

V, W, R0, Q0 Weight matrices 
u_, z_, x_, q0_, q_, 
lambda_ 

Vectors of the identifier 

SetSimulationMode Set the operation mode of the thread to simulation 
SetMaxSteps The maximum number of steps that can be taken on an integrator step 
SetTolerance Relative and absolute tolerance for the integrators 
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SetMaxPasses The maximum number of passes  
SetDamping Sets the numerical damping factor β 
SetFilePath Set the location of the Matlab file in which to store results 
SetNorm Specifies the norm for success δtolernace 

m_pSystem Pointer to the state-space system derived object  
m_ppdFilter, 
m_ppdSmoother, 
m_ppdSimulation 

Array of double arrays with filter, smoother and simulation results 

Operations 
SetInitialGuess Sets the initial guess q0  
SetIntegrationMethod Specify the method of integration to be used. See also 

CVariableOde::SetMethod 
GetInputAt Returns input signal u at a given time t 
SetReportPasses Number of filter and smoother passes before results are written to the Matlab 

file 
Simulate Performs a simulation of the system 
GetSimulationDerivative Calculates the state derivative 
Filter Performs a filter pass 
FilterStep Computes a single step over a time interval of a filter pass 
GetFilterDerivative Calculates the filter state derivative 
Smoothe Performs a smoother pass 
SmootherStep Computes a single step over a time interval of a smoother pass 
GetSmootherDerivative Calculates the smoother state derivative 
Overrides 
InitInstance Performs initialization of the variables, vectors and matrices of the system, 

identification method 
Run Main section that performs a simulation or a filter and smoothing passes until 

one of the ending criteria is met 
GetDerivative Calls one of the methods GetFilterDerivative, GetSmootherDerivative or 

GetSimulationDerivative 
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CIdentifierThread:: CIdentifierThread 
CIdentifierThread(int pWnd) 

Parameters 
PWnd Parent window of the thread. 

Remarks 
The parent window parameter is passed to the constructor of the CWorkerThread object.  
The constructor initializes all general attributes and sets a number of defaults. The defaults are relative and 
absolute tolerance of 1.0e-5, maximum number of integrator steps 10000, maximum number of passes 25, 
success norm of 1.0e-3, interpolation method is integration and Backwards Difference Formula is used for 
integrator. These defaults can be adjusted in the derived classes constructors. 

CIdentifierThread::FilterStep 
int FilterStep (double& dStartTime, double dEndTime, double* pdInitState, double* pdFinalState); 
Return Value 
The return value is that of the CIntegrator::Integrate function. This value can be used to take appropriate  
actions. See also CIntegrator::Integrate. 

Parameters 
dStartTime Start time of filter step to be performed. After returning from this function the 

value is altered to the end time reached. Note that the reached time is not 
necessarily equal to dEndTime. Check the return value against SUCCESS 

dEndTime Desired end time of filter interval. For filter steps the end time must be larger 
than the start time. 

pdInitState Double pointer to initial state of integrator object. Can be NULL if initial state of 
integrator has not been altered since last call to FilterStep. If not NULL, the initial 
state will be passed to the CIntegrator::SetInitState function. Hence, the integrator 
object reinitializes, destroying all previously acquired history and statistics. 

pdFinalState Double pointer to initial state for integrator object. After completion of the call it 
contains the final filter state at the updated time dStartTime. 

Usage 

This member is called by CIdentifierThread::Filter. 

Remarks 
A call to FilterStep increases the m_nFilterSteps variable by the number of smoother function evaluations 
done by the integrator. When the pdInitState is not NULL, it increases the m_nFilterEvals by the number of 
calls to the GetFilterDerivative function made by the m_pFilterIntegrator object. 
The derivative type is set to DT_FILTER. 

CIdentifierThread::SmootherStep 
int SmootherStep (double& dStartTime, double dEndTime, double* pdInitState, double* pdFinalState); 
Return Value 
The return value is that of the CIntegrator::Integrate function. This value can be used to take appropriate  
actions. See also CIntegrator::Integrate. 

Parameters 
dStartTime Start time of smoother step to be performed. After returning from this function 

the value is altered to the end time reached. Note that the reached time is not 
necessarily equal to dEndTime. Check the return value against SUCCESS 
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dEndTime Desired end time of filter interval. For smoother steps the end time must be 
smaller than the start time. 

pdInitState Double pointer to initial state of integrator object. Can be NULL if initial state of 
integrator has not been altered since last call to SmootherStep. If not NULL, the 
initial state will be passed to the CIntegrator::SetInitState function. Hence, the 
integrator object reinitializes, destroying all previously acquired history and statistics. 

pdFinalState Double pointer to initial state for integrator object. After completion of the call it 
contains the final smoother state at the updated time dStartTime. 

Usage 

This member is called by CIdentifierThread::Filter. 

Remarks 
A call to SmootherStep increases the m_nSmootherSteps variable by the number of smoother function 
evaluations done by the integrator. When the pdInitState is not NULL, it increases the m_nSmootherEvals by 
the number of calls to the GetSmootherDerivative function made by the m_pSmootherIntegrator object. 
The derivative type is set to DT_SMOOTHE. 

CIdentifierThread::Simulate 
INT Simulate( ) 
Return Value 
TRUE if the worker thread was suspended successfully. FALSE otherwise. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
None. 

CIdentifierThread::Filter 
INT Filter( ) 
Return Value 
TRUE if the worker thread was suspended successfully. FALSE otherwise. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
None. 

CIdentifierThread::Smoothe 
INT Smoothe( ) 
Return Value 
TRUE if the worker thread was suspended successfully. FALSE otherwise. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
None. 

CIdentifierThread::InitInstance 
BOOL InitInstance( ) 
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Return Value 
TRUE if the initialization was successful, FALSE otherwise. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
The InitInstance method copies all THREADPARAMS variables into member variables. It also calculates Q0 
from R0. All arrays for storage of temporary and final results are allocated and the system matrices are 
created by using the sizes of the system object. 
A derived class must override this function and perform the initialization and construction of the specific 
identification method’s member and helper variables. This base class member must be called at the end of 
the override. 

CIdentifierThread::GetDerivative 
INT Smoothe(double t, double* y, double* ydot); 
Return Value 
TRUE if the derivative of y was determined successfully, FALSE otherwise. 

Parameters 
t Time at which derivative must be evaluated 
y Pointer to array that contains y vector for which the derivatives must be evaluated 
ydot Output vector that contains the derivatives upon successful completion of the 

function call 

Remarks 
The CIntegrator derived object will call this function to calculate the derivative of the vector y at time t. The 
type of derivative (smoother, filter or simulation) is determined by the member variable m_nDerivative, 
which is set by the function FilterStep, SmootherStep and Simulate. 
The smoother mode GetDerivative uses the variable m_nInterpolation to determine the way in which the 
values for the vector q and matrix Q from the filter pass are determined for an intermediate point t. The 
possible values are IM_HOLD, IM_FIRSTDEGREE and IM_INTEGRATE, for a zero order hold, first degree 
interpolation and integration of the interval. In the latter case a filter step is performed from the closest 
value in time in the array m_ppdFilter to the value t. 
Each of the three modes m_nDerivative calls GetInputAt to retrieve the input vector u at the time t. For 
DT_SIMULATION, DT_FILTER and DT_SMOOTHE the functions GetSimulationDerivative, GetFilterDerivative and 
GetSmootherDerivative are called respectively.  

CIdentifierThread::GetSimulationDerivative 
VOID GetSimulationDerivative (double t); 
Return Value 
None. 

Parameters 
t Time at which simulation derivative must be evaluated 

Remarks 
This function has no implementation in this class. The function must be overridden in a derived class and 
implement the calculation of the simulation’s derivative, i.e. the derivative of the system’s state. It should 
set the derivative of the state for time t into the variable dx_dt 

CIdentifierThread::GetFilterDerivative 
VOID GetFilterDerivative (double t); 
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Return Value 
None. 

Parameters 
t Time at which filter derivative must be evaluated 

Remarks 
This function has no implementation in this class. The function must be overridden in a derived class and 
implement the calculation of the filter derivative, i.e. the derivatives of the filter state q and Ricatti matrix 
Q. It should set the derivatives for time t into the variables dq_dt and dQ_dt respectively 

CIdentifierThread::GetSmootherDerivative 
VOID GetSmootherDerivative (double t); 
Return Value 
None. 

Parameters 
t Time at which smoother derivative must be evaluated 

Remarks 
This function has no implementation in this class. The function must be overridden in a derived class and 
implement the calculation of the smoother derivative, i.e. the derivative of the smoother residual λ. It 
should set the derivative for time t into the variable dlambda_dt. 

CIdentifierThread::GetInputAt 
VOID GetInputAt(double t, CVector& rVector) 
Return Value 
None. 

Parameters 
t Time at which input variable must be calculated 

Remarks 
For time t the input variable u is calculated based upon linear interpolation between two stored input 
values of the array m_ppdInput. The result is returned into the varibale rVector that is passed by reference. 

CIdentifierThread::Run 
INT Run( ) 
Return Value 
Returns 0 if thread terminates successfully, -1 on abortion of thread (e.g. by the Kill method) and –2 if 
the identification was ended prematurely because the maximum number of integration steps or passes was 
exceeded. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Run is the main routine for the identifier thread. If this function ends, the thread terminates. Threads 
cannot be reused in general. 
For identification task a loop is performed that subsequently executes filter and smoothing passes as long 
as both do not end prematurely and while the success norm is not yet met and the maximum number of 
filter and smoother passes is not exceeded. In effect it alternatingly calls Filter and Smoothe methods. 
Between each of the filter and smoother passes messages are posted for status reporting.  
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At the end of a smoother pass the new starting value is computed. The damping constant ß is used for this 
matter. Also, a lock on the m_pKillEvent is attempted to determine if the thread should be terminated. 
The function follows a different path for simulation. The simulation is performed fairly straightforward by 
calling the Simulate function. The return code is checked for success. The function ends after a simulation 
run. 
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CIntegrator 

CIntegrator is the base class of all integrator classes. Its purpose is to define the interface for classes that 
solve first order ordinary differential equations of the form 
 ( , )y f y= t  
The column vectors y and f form a set of multiple, mutually dependent equations which can be solved 
simultaneously. The derivative function f has to be supplied through a CDerivative derived object that 
implements the GetDerivative member function used by CIntegrator.  
Before the computation both an initial state y0 and a final state must be supplied, which can be set by 
calling the functions SetInitState and SetFinalState. A subsequent call to Integrate will perform the actual 
integration of the set of differential equations, starting at a given time for the initial state up to the desired 
end time. 
The CIntegrator class cannot be used directly. It only contains general member functions that each derived 
class must implement. Derive your own classes to create new integrators that implement different 
algorithms. 
See also CRungeKutta45, CRungeKutta78 and CVariableOde. 

#include “Integrator.h” 
 
Construction 
CIntegrator Constructor of base class object 
Attributes 
SetInitState Sets initial state of the y vector at t = t0 

SetFinalState Sets final state for y vector 
SetDerivative Links a pointer to a CDerivative derived object, which supplies the differential 

equations 
Operations 
Integrate Performs actual integration of the set of ordinary differential equations from a 

start time to an end time that were specified 
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CIntegrator::CIntegrator 
CIntegrator (int nDimension) 

Parameters 
nDimension Dimension of the integrator. This is the number of differential equations, or the 

size of the vector y 

Remarks 
Upon construction you must specify the number of differential equations that the integrator will solve. 
Internal sizes will be set and memory will be allocated accordingly. It is not possible to set the number of 
equations or resize the integrator object after construction. The dimension cannot be zero. 
CIntegrator::SetInitState 
void SetInitState(double* pdInitState) 
Return Value 
None. 

Parameters 
pdInitState Allocated memory of size nDimension with preset values for initial state y0 

Remarks 
The double array is best allocated by using the new operator. When using a static array, make sure that 
it does not get destroyed during the use of the CIntegrator object. In between calls to Integrate it can 
be set anew by calling SetInitState again. 

When deriving a class from CIntegrator, take into consideration whether the object itself is responsible 
for the deletion of this allocated memory. Of course, if usage of static double array is allowed, the 
CIntegrator object cannot destroy the initial state array. 

CIntegrator::SetFinalState 
void SetFinalState(double* pdFinalState) 
Return Value 
None. 

Parameters 
pdFinalState Allocated memory of size nDimension that will contain the final values of y on a 

successful call to Integrate 

Remarks 
The double array is best allocated by using the new operator. When using a static array, make sure that 
it does not get destroyed during the use of the CIntegrator object. In between calls to Integrate it can 
be set anew by calling SetFinalState again. 

When deriving a class from CIntegrator, take into consideration whether the object itself is responsible 
for the deletion of this allocated memory. Of course, if usage of static double array is allowed, the 
CIntegrator object cannot destroy the final state array. 
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CIntegrator::Integrate 
int Integrate(double& tstart, double tend) 
Return Value 
An unsigned integer representing the result of the integration.  

Parameters 
tstart The start value of the independent variable.  
tend The desired end value of the independent variable for the integration. 

Remarks 
This virtual function must be overridden in your derived class. 
Since the start value is provided as a reference, an available option is to set the tstart value to the end value 
that was reached. This value can be different than the desired end value. Feedback on the success or 
failure of this call should be provided through the integer return value. 
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CVariableOde 

 
CVariableOde provides a variable coefficient ordinary differential equation solver with fixed leading 
coefficient implementation. It solves the initial value problem for stiff and non-stiff systems of first order 
ordinary differential equations 
 ( , )y f y= t  

This problem is called stiff when the Jacobian matrix 
d
d

f
y

has an eigenvalue whose real part is negative and 

large in magnitude, compared with the reciprocal of the span of interest of the independent variable t. The 
method used for the problem can be set accordingly. See the SetMethod function for details. When using 
a Jacobian for stiff problems, it must be supplied through a CJacobian derived object with an 
implementation of the GetJacobian member function.  

#include “Integrator.h” 
 
Construction 
CVariableOde Constructs the integrator object 
Attributes 
SetMaxSteps Sets maximum number of steps of core integrator that can be taken during a 

call to Integrate 

IsInitialized Indicates whether the integrator object has been initialized 

SetMaxOrder Sets maximum order for the given method 
SetCriticalTime Specifies a critical time, i.e. a time that cannot be crossed when performing 

the integration 
SetMethod Sets method to be used for integration 
SetJacobian Provide pointer to CJacobian derived object 
SetErrorWeights Weighting factors for each of the differential equation 
SetInitialStepsize Sets initial stepsize to be taken 
SetMaxStepsize Used to limit maximum stepsize that can be taken 
SetMinStepsize Used to limit minimum stepsize that can be taken 

SetRelativeTolerance Specify relative tolerance for error tests 

SetAbsoluteTolerance Specify absolute tolerance for error tests 

Operations 
GetInitialStepsize Calculates best initial stepsize if not specified in SetInitialStepsize 
GetNorm Returns norm of vector based on error weights 
GetNthDerivative Computes nth order derivative of set of differential equations 
GetJacobian  
SetCoefficients Sets coefficients used in algorithms 
Integrate Performs actual integration of the set of ordinary differential equations from a 

specified start time to an end time 
Solve Sets coefficients used in algorithms 
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CVariableOde::SetMaxSteps 
void SetMaxSteps(int nMaxSteps) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
nMaxSteps Number of steps that can be taken during a call to Integrate 

Remarks 
Steps actually are calls to the core integrator made by Step. The default value is MAX_STEPS. 

CVariableOde::IsInitialized 
BOOL IsInitialized () 

Return value 

TRUE if the integrator is initialized, FALSE otherwise. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
After construction the integrator object will not be initialized. The initialization is performed by the 
Initialize function. This function will be called automatically when needed. Re-initialization is necessary 
after a call to either of the functions SetInitState, SetMaxOrder or SetMethod. The performance of the 
integration is increased if re-initialization is avoided. 

CVariableOde::SetMaxOrder 
int SetMaxOrder (int nMaxOrder) 
Return Value 
The new maximum order used in the current method. 

Parameters 
nMaxOrder The desired maximum order. 

Remarks 
If the maximum order is not specified by the user it is set to a default value depending on the method 
specified in method.multistep. These default values are: 

 MAX_ORDER_ADAMS 12 
 MAX_ORDER_BDF  5 

When constructing the CVariableOde integrator object the default method is Adams-Bashford. 
Consequently the default maximum order is MAX_ORDER_ADAMS. The maximum order cannot be larger 
than those specified by both MAX_ORDER_ADAMS and MAX_ORDER_BDF. 

Please note that a call to SetMethod will reset the maximum order to the default values. A call to 
SetMethod should thus be followed by a call to SetMaxOrder if a different maximum order must be 
used. 
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CVariableOde::SetCriticalTime 
void SetCriticalTime (double dCriticalTime) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
dCriticalTime Time tcritical for which f(y, t) cannot be evaluated 

Remarks 
You can set a critical time when the set of differential equations exhibits singular behavior for a certain 
time value tcritical, such as asymptotic values. Other cases include time spans that should not cross the 
boundaries. 

CVariableOde::SetMethod 
void SetMethod(METHOD method) 
Return Value 
None. 

Parameters 
method An instance of the METHOD structure 

Remarks 
Call this function to set the method used for the integrator. 
The METHOD structure is defined as follows: 

typedef struct tagMETHOD 
{ 
 UINT multistep; 
 UINT jacobian; 
 BOOL bSaveJacobian; 
} METHOD; 

multistep Type of integration multistep algorithm used. It can be either of the following: 
 MI_ADAMS  non-stiff Adams-Bashford 
 MI_BDF   Backward Differences Formula 

jacobian  Specifies the corrector iteration method. It can be one of the following, but no logical 
combinations are allowed: 
 MJ_NONE   Functional iteration. No Jacobian will be used.  
 MJ_FULL_USER   Chord iteration with a full user-supplied Jacobian. 
 MJ_FULL_INTERNAL Chord iteration with an internally by difference quotient generated 

full Jacobian. This means an additional m_nDimension calls to GetDerivative per df/dy 
evaluation. 

 MJ_DIAGONAL_INTERNAL Chord iteration with an internally by difference quotient generated 
diagonal Jacobian approximation. This means an additional call to GetDerivative per df/dy 
evaluation. bSaveJacobian must be set to TRUE; 

 MJ_BANDED_USER Chord iteration with a banded user-supplied Jacobian. 
 MJ_BANDED_INTERNAL Chord iteration with an internally by difference quotient generated 

banded Jacobian. This means an additional ml+mu+1 calls to GetDerivative per df/dy 
evaluation. 
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bSaveJacobian Specifies the Jacobian saving strategy. When set to TRUE the Jacobian is saved for reuse in 
the corrector iteration algorithm. It can be set to FALSE when memory usage becomes an issue. 
However, it will have a setback in the performance of the integrator. When using the 
MJ_DIAGONAL_INTERNAL method it must be set to TRUE. 

 
The following masks can be used to determine a specific characteristic of the selected Jacobian method. 
Logical OR combinations can be made. 
 MJF_USER The Jacobian is supplied by the user 
 MJF_FULL  The Jacobian is full 
 MJF_BANDED The Jacobian is banded 
 MJF_DIAGONAL A diagonal Jacobian is used 
 MJF_INTERNAL The Jacobian is generated internally 

CVariableOde::SetJacobian 
void SetJacobian (CJacobian* pJacobian) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
pJacobian Pointer to the CJacobian derived object that supplies the Jacobian of the set of 

differential equations 

Remarks 
First, derive a new class from CJacobian and override the CJacobian::SetJacobian function with your 
implementation of the calculation of the Jacobian. Next, create an instance from this class and connect the 
integrator object to it by calling the SetJacobian function. For an example, see CJacobian::SetJacobian. 

CVariableOde::SetErrorWeights 
void SetErrorWeights (double* pdVector) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
pdVector Double array with weights for each individual differential equation 

Remarks 
None. 

CVariableOde::SetInitialStepsize 
void SetInitialStepsize (double dInitialStepsize) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
dInitialStepsize New initial stepsize that is taken at the start of the call to Integrate 

Remarks 
If an initial stepsize is set by SetInitialStepsize, no initial stepsize is calculated internally. This can be useful 
when the initial stepsize cannot be calculated. 
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CVariableOde::SetMaxStepsize 
double SetMaxStepsize(double dMaxStepsize) 
Return Value 
The inverse value of the new maximum stepsize that will be used. Zero if there are no restrictions. 

Parameters 
dMaxStepsize The new maximum stepsize that can be used by the integrator. Zero for an 

infinite maximum stepsize 

Remarks 
Call this function to set the maximum stepsize that the integrator is allowed to use. Specifying a value of 
zero will set the maximum stepsize to infinite, i.e. no restrictions are imposed when the integrator 
increases the current or initial stepsize. For negative values the absolute value will be used. The 
maximum stepsize cannot be negative, but the actual stepsize can. 

CVariableOde::SetMinStepsize 
double SetMinStepsize(double dMinStepsize) 
Return Value 
The new minimum stepsize that will be used. 

Parameters 
dMinStepsize The absolute minimum stepsize that should be used by the integrator. 

Remarks 
Call this function to set the minimum stepsize that the integrator is allowed to use. It should be positive 
or zero. For negative values the absolute value will be used. The minimum stepsize cannot be negative, 
but the actual stepsize can. 

CVariableOde::SetRelativeTolerance 
void SetRelativeTolerance (double dRelativeTolerance) 
void SetRelativeTolerance (double* pdRelativeTolerance) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
dRelativeTolerance Relative tolerance for all differential equations 

pdRelativeTolerance Double array with a relative tolerance for each corresponding differential 
equation. 

Remarks 
The relative tolerance is defined as the ratio between the error and the (largest) value of the elements of 
the vector y. This tolerance is independent of the actual magnitude of the specific element. Using the 
double array a difference in the precision for the set of equations can be made.  
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CVariableOde::SetAbsoluteTolerance 
void SetAbsoluteTolerance (double dAbsoluteTolerance) 
void SetAbsoluteTolerance (double* pdAbsoluteTolerance) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
dAbsoluteTolerance Absolute tolerance for all differential equations 

pdAbsoluteTolerance Double array with an absolute tolerance for each corresponding 
differential equation. 

Remarks 
The absolute tolerance is the absolute error that is allowed when solving the set of differential equations. 
When the order of magnitudes differs significantly, you might want to set a different absolute tolerance for 
the equations by using a double array input argument. 

CVariableOde::GetInitialStepsize 
double GetInitialStepsize ( ) 
Return Value 
The stepsize that will be taken on the first step of the integrator. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
The function returns the initial stepsize that the integrator is going to use on the next call to Integrate. 
If no value was specified by SetInitialStepsize, a tentative stepsize will be calculated internally by 
evaluating the differential equations for a number of values of t. To avoid the extra function evaluations 
set the initial stepsize. These values are of f(y, t) are evaluated in the positive direction of the 
independent variable. 

CVariableOde::GetNorm 
double GetNorm ( ) 
Return Value 
The norm of a vector weighted by the array of error weights. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Override this function in your derived class to calculate the norm of a vector in a different fashion. 
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CVariableOde::GetNthDerivative 
BOOL GetNthDerivative(double t, int nOrder, double* pdDerivative) 
Return Value 
TRUE if successful, FALSE when either nOrder or t out of bounds. 

Parameters 
t Value of independent variable for which derivative has to be calculated. 

nOrder Order n of derivative to be acquired. 

pdDerivative Double pointer to nth order derivative calculated from the history array. If call 
was unsuccessful, values will not have been set. Check the return value for this. 

Remarks 
Call this function to retrieve the nth derivative of y from the history array. Can only be called only after 
the integrator has been initialized. Use IsInitialized if you need to check whether this is the case. 
The computed values of the derivative are gotten by interpolation using the Nordsieck history array yh. 
This array corresponds uniquely to a vector-valued polynomial of degree neworder or less, and 
pdDerivative is set to the nth order derivative of this polynomial at t. 
The formula for the derivative is 

y c j k t t h yh i jk
n

j k j

j k

q
( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )= ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ +− −

=
∑ 1  

where c(j, k) = j·(j-1) ·…·(j-k+1), q is the current method order, tn the current value of the independent 
variable and h the current stepsize. 
The above sum is done in reverse order. 
To do standard interpolations use a zero value for nOrder. 

CVariableOde::GetJacobian 
BOOL GetJacobian (void) 
Return Value 
TRUE if Jacobian could be computed successfully, FALSE in all other cases. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 

This routine is called by Step to compute and process the matrix P = I - h⋅rl1⋅J, where J is an 
approximation of the Jacobian. Here J is computed by the user-supplied routine CJacobian::SetJacobian 
if the method is either MJ_FULL_USER or MJ_BANDED_USER, or by finite difference if the method is 
MJ_FULL_INTERNAL or MJ_BANDED_INTERNAL. If method.bSaveJacobian is FALSE, J is computed from scratch in 
all cases. If TRUE and if the saved value of J is considered acceptable, then P is constructed from the saved 
J. J is an internal matrix to be replaced by P. P is then subjected to LU decomposition in preparation of 
later solution of linear systems with P as the coefficient matrix. 
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CVariableOde::SetCoefficients 
void SetCoefficients( ) 
Return Value 
None.  

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 

For each order n the coefficients in el are calculated by use of the generating polynomial λ(x), with 
coefficients el(i). 

λ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x el el x el n xn= + ⋅ + + ⋅0 1   
For the backward differentiation formulas 
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In both cases xi(i) is defined by 
h x i t t h ii n n i⋅ = − = + + + + −−( ) ( ) ( ) ( )τ τ τ0 1 2  

CVariableOde::Integrate 
int Integrate(double& tstart, double tend) 
Return Value 
An unsigned integer representing the result of the integration. The values can be: 
 SUCCESS    The integration completed successfully. 
 SUCCESS_EXCESS_WORK   Excessive work was done to achieve the result. Perhaps a 

wrong method was set using the SetMethod function 
 SUCCESS_EXCESS_ACCURACY  Excess accuracy was requested. The tolerance should be 

made larger on a next attempt. 
 SUCCESS_ERRORTESTS_FAILURES Core integrator used a too small stepsize and error tests failed 

accordingly 
 SUCCESS_CONVERGENCE_FAILURES Too many convergence failures occurred when trying to 

solve the nonlinear system 
 SUCCESS_ERRORWEIGHTS_ZERO One or more of the error weights has a value equal to zero 
 FAILURE    In all other cases of an error this failure code is returned 

Whenever a failure occurred, i.e. when the FAILURE value was returned, the integration could not be 
completed and was aborted due to the unrecoverable error. The value of tstart will not be altered.  
After a successful completion the reference integer tstart will be set to the value of the independent value 
that the integration could reach before ending.  

Parameters 
tstart The start value of the independent variable. Will be set to end value on a 

successful return of the integration, but not necessarily tend. 
tend The desired end value of the independent variable for the integration. 
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Remarks 
Special care has to be taken with the value of tstart, when the return code is SUCCESS_-like. This value will 
most probably be different from the requested value tend. Only in the case of a return value SUCCESS the 
end value is guaranteed to b equal to tend. 
The architecture of the CVariableOde class offers a possibility to improve performance when integrating 
again from the last successful return. To take advantage of this feature, avoid the use of the SetInitState, 
SetMethod and SetMaxOrder between subsequent calls of Integrate. Internally all variables will be reset or 
zeroed out whenever a call to Initialize is forced. A call to the aforementioned three member functions 
requires an update of the variables. It sets the private m_bInitialized member variable to FALSE.  

CVariableOde::Solve 
int Solve(UINT nFlag) 
Return Value 
Integer value representing result of solving nonlinear system. It can be one of the following values: 
 SOLVE_SUCCESS    A solution to the system was calculated successfully. 
 SOLVE_RECOVERABLE_ERROR   A recoverable error occurred due to convergence 

failure or a singular matrix. 
 SOLVE_ UNRECOVERABLE_ERROR   

Parameters 
nFlag  SOLVE_FIRSTCALL 

 SOLVE_CONVERGENCEFAILURE_SOLVE 
 SOLVE_ERRORTEST_STEP 

Remarks 
The Solve method is used to find a solution for nonlinear system. This function can be overridden in 
derived classes to provide a different implementation of the nonlinear system solver. 
The method used in CVariableOde uses functional iteration or a chord (modified Newton) method. For 
the chord method direct linear algebraic system solvers are used. Up to MAX_CORRECTIONS corrector 
iterations are taken. A convergence test is made on the root mean square norm of each correction, 
weighted by the error weight vector. 
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CDerivative 

 
CDerivative is a base class for objects that provide the derivatives of a vector y as a function of y and the 
time t. In other words, it implements the differential equations 
 ( , )y f y= t  
in a derived class.  
When deriving a class from CDerivative the pure virtual member function SetDerivative must be 
overridden. 

#include “Integrator.h” 
 
Construction 
CDerivative Constructs a new object 
Operations 
SetDerivative Sets the derivative f for given y and time t 
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CDerivative::CDerivative 
CDerivative () 

Parameters 

None. 

Remarks 
None. 

CDerivative::SetDerivative 
int SetDerivative (double t, double* y, double* ydot) 

Return value 
Integer value indicating result of calculation of the derivatives. Normally, zero is used for success. You can 
define your own return codes to extend reporting of errors or successful returns. 

Parameters 
t Time at which function f(y, t) must be evaluated 
y Pointer to array that contains y vector for which the derivatives must be 

evaluated 
ydot Output vector that contains the derivatives upon successful completion of the 

function call 

Remarks 
Use the input arguments t and y to compute the Jacobian. On exit the double array ydot must contain the 
derivatives f(y, t). Range and integrity checks can be made and reported through the return value. 
The CDerivative class was designed for use by the CIntegrator class, but can be made useful in other 
situations.  
See example below, which implements a CDerivative derived class for the set of differential equations 
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class CMyDerivative: public CDerivative 
{ 
 CMyDerivative() { }; 

public: 
 virtual int SetDerivative(double t, double* y, double* ydot); 
} 

int CMyDerivative::SetDerivative(double t, double* y, double* ydot) 
{ 
 // Check for zero value of y2 (= y[1]) 
 if (y[1] == 0.0) 
  return –1; // Indicates an error 

 ydot[0] = sin(y[0])+pow(y[1], 2.0); 
 ydot[1] = exp(y[0])/y[1]; 

 return 0; // Successful calculation 
} 
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CMatrix 

 
The CMatrix class offers matrices objects that can be used for algebraic computations. The matrices can 
be used in calculations, as would ordinary numbers through standard arithmetic. They can be added, 
subtracted, multiplied, but the class also contains methods that allow advanced manipulation, such as 
transposition, inversion and LU decomposition. 
The elements of the matrix are arranged in a grid-like manner, with vertical columns and horizontal rows. 
The location of an individual element is given by the coordinate pair (x, y) as shown in the figure below. 
Note that these coordinates are zero-based. 
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Internally the elements are stored in double arrays, which are oriented horizontally, in contrast to Fortran 
and Matlab, where elements are stored column-wise. 

#include “Matrices.h” 
 
Construction 
CMatrix Constructs a CMatrix object 
Create Initializes a CMatrix object or resizes and reinitializes when already initialized 
Attributes 
GetRows Returns the number of rows 
GetColumns Returns the number of columns 
IsSquare Specifies whether the matrix is square or not 
Operations 
Inverse Replaces the matrix with the inverse 
GetInverse Returns the inverse of the matrix 
Transpose Transposes the matrix 
GetTranspose Returns the transposed matrix 
Eye Sets a matrix to the identity matrix 
Zero Sets all matrix elements to zero 
LUDecompose Performs a LU decomposition of the matrix 
Element access 
operator ( , ) Refers to the zero-based element (x, y) of the matrix 
SetSymmetric Sets a symmetric matrix from the elements of the diagonal and the upper 

triangle 
Operators 
*, +, - Various multiplication, addition and subtraction operators 
- ( ) Unary minus 
=, +=, -=, *= Assignment operators 
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CMatrix::CMatrix 
CMatrix () 
CMatrix (int nRows, int nColumns, double* pdMemory = NULL) 
CMatrix (const CMatrix& rMatrix) 

Parameters 
nRows Number of rows 
nColumns Number of columns 
pdMemory Array containing all elements for initial value of matrix 

rMatrix Reference to matrix for copy constructor 

Remarks 
When a matrix is created through the standard constructor, its size and corresponding memory will not be 
set. Be sure to call the Create function before assigning values to the matrix’s elements or using the matrix 
in calculations. Calling the Create function is not necessary, if the first operation used is the assignment 
operator =. In all other cases an debug assertion will occur. 

CMatrix::Create 
void Create (int nRows, nColumns) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 

nRows Number of rows 
nColumns Number of columns 

Remarks 

The Create function is needed to set the size and allocate memory for a matrix whose size has not been 
set during creation. Additionally, it can be used to resize a matrix. 
Create will result in all elements being set to zero. Alternatively, you can set the elements to zero by calling 
the Zero function without the reallocation of memory. 

CMatrix::GetRows 
int GetRows () 

Return value 

The number of rows in the matrix. Cannot be zero, unless the matrix has not been initialized, i.e. was 
constructed through the default constructor. 

Remarks 
None. 

CMatrix::GetColumns 
int GetColumns () 

Return value 

The number of columns in the matrix. Cannot be zero, unless the matrix has not been initialized, i.e. was 
constructed through the default constructor. 

Remarks 
None. 
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CMatrix::IsSquare 
BOOL IsSquare () 

Return value 

TRUE if the matrix is square, i.e. the number of rows and columns are equal, FALSE in other cases. 

Remarks 
An non-initialized matrix also returns a TRUE value for IsSquare. 

CMatrix::Inverse 
void Inverse() 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Calculates the inverse of the matrix. In doing so, it alters the matrix to its inverse. Note that the original 
contents are replaced. Use GetInverse if the original matrix must be left unaltered. 
Inverse can only be called for a square matrix. To test if a matrix is square, you can call the IsSquare 
function. Calling Inverse for a non-square matrix will result in a debug assertion. 
The inverse of a matrix is calculated in a two-step process. First an internal call to perform a LU 
decomposition of the matrix is made with LUDecompose. Next, the inverse is calculated based on pivot 
information that is stored in the protected member m_piPivot. 

CMatrix::GetInverse 
CMatrix GetInverse() 

Return value 

Inverse of the matrix 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Calculates and returns the inverse of the matrix. It does not alter the original matrix. 
See also Inverse. 

CMatrix::Transpose 
void Transpose() 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Transposes the matrix. All elements at location (x, y) are swapped with elements at position (y, x).  
Transpose can be called for non-square matrices. If a matrix is not square, its row and column size will be 
switched. The original size of the matrix will therefore be altered. If this is not desired, call GetTranspose. 
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CMatrix::GetTranspose 
CMatrix GetTranspose() 

Return value 

A matrix which is the transposed version of the original. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Transposes the matrix. All elements at location (x, y) are swapped with elements at position (y, x). 
GetTranspose can be called for non-square matrices. The original matrix is not affected. 

CMatrix::Eye 
void Eye() 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Sets a matrix to the identity matrix. All elements in the matrix are set to zero, except those on the diagonal, 
which are set to one. The matrix can be non-square. 

CMatrix::Zero 
void Zero() 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Sets all elements of a matrix to zero. 

CMatrix::LUDecompose 
void LUDecompose() 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 
None. 

Remarks 
Calculates the LU decomposition of the matrix. It alters the contents of the matrix. The decomposition is 
performed by consecutive swapping and scaling of the columns of the matrix. See [reference] for further 
details. 
The LUDecompose function is used for the calculation of the inverse of the matrix in Inverse and the 
solution of the equation  
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yAxxAy ⋅=⇒⋅= −1  
in conjunction with the SetVector method. 
The matrix must be square, which can be tested with the IsSquare function. For non-square matrices an 
debug assertion will occur. 

CMatrix::operator ( ) 
double& operator ( ) (int x, int y) const 

Return value 

Reference to the double value of the element at location (x, y) in the matrix. 

Parameters 

x Zero based index of the xth row of the matrix. 
y Zero based index of the yth column of the matrix 

Remarks 

The value of both parameters x and y must be greater than or equal to zero and cannot exceed the 
number of rows and columns respectively. The maximum values can be obtained by calling  
GetRows()-1 and GetColumns()-1. A debug assertion will result if incorrect values are used. 
CMatrix::operator * 
double* operator * (double* pdVector) const 
CVector operator * (const CVector& rVector) const 
CMatrix operator * (double dScalar) const 
CMatrix operator * (const CMatrix& rMatrix) const 

Return value 

Result of the multiplication of the matrix with the argument value. 

Parameters 

pdVector Right-hand side matrix for multiplication of a double array with the matrix 
rVector Right-hand side vector for vector-matrix multiplication 
dScalar Right-hand side scalar for scalar-matrix multiplication 
rMatrix Right-hand side for matrix-matrix multiplication 

Remarks 

The operator * can be used for various multiplication of matrices. It offers vector-matrix, scalar-matrix and 
matrix-matrix multiplication. The multiplication of a vector with the matrix can be accomplished by either 
a CVector or a double array argument.  

BAC
AB

xAy

⋅=
⋅=
⋅=

a  

The number of columns of the matrix must match the number of elements of the right-hand side 
argument. For matrices this means the number of rows, for a vector the length of the vector. If a double 
array is supplied, it must be at least as large as the number of columns. Memory check errors or access 
violations will occur in case the double array is not of sufficient length.  
CMatrix::operator ( ) 
double& operator ( ) (int x, int y) const 

Return value 
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Reference to the double value of the element at location (x, y) in the matrix. 

Parameters 

x Zero based index of the xth row of the matrix. 
y Zero based index of the yth column of the matrix 

Remarks 

The value of both parameters x and y must be greater than or equal to zero and cannot exceed the 
number of rows and columns respectively. The maximum values can be obtained by calling  
GetRows()-1 and GetColumns()-1. A debug assertion will result if incorrect values are used. 
CMatrix::operator -, + 
CMatrix operator - (const CMatrix& rMatrix) const 
CMatrix operator + (const CMatrix& rMatrix) const 

Return value 

Result of the subtraction or addition operation. 

Parameters 

rMatrix Right-hand side matrix of subtraction or addition 

Remarks 

When performing a subtraction or addition or multiplication the sizes of the matrices must match. The 
sizes of a matrix can be obtained through the GetRows and GetColumns functions. 

CMatrix::operator =, -=, +=, *= 
const CMatrix& operator = (const CMatrix& rMatrix) 
const CMatrix& operator -= (const CMatrix& rMatrix) 
const CMatrix& operator += (const CMatrix& rMatrix) 
const CMatrix& operator *= (const CMatrix& rMatrix) 

Return value 

Result of the assignment operation (in combination with the calculation). 

Parameters 

rMatrix Right-hand side matrix for the assignment 

Remarks 

If a standard assignment is performed, it will size and allocate memory for an non-initialized matrix. 
Use the calculation assignment operators to perform standard matrix to matrix arithmetic. 
When performing a subtraction, addition or multiplication assignment, note that the sizes of the matrices 
must match. For addition and subtraction both the number of rows and columns must match. For a 
multiplication the number of columns must match the number of rows of the right-hand matrix. The sizes 
of a matrix can be obtained through the GetRows and GetColumns functions. 
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CJacobian 

 
CJacobian is a base class for objects that represent the Jacobian of a set of functions f.(y, t). The Jacobian 
has the following matrix form 
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When deriving a class from CJacobian the pure virtual member function SetJacobian must be overridden. 
Other classes, such as CVariableOde call this function in case of a user-supplied Jacobian.  

#include “Integrator.h” 
 
Construction 
CJacobian Constructs a new object 
Operations 
SetJacobian Implements the actual element-wise calculation of the Jacobian 
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CJacobian::CJacobian 
CJacobian (int nRows, int nColumns) 

Parameters 
nRows Number of rows 
nColumns Number of columns 

Remarks 
The elements of the matrix are arranged in a grid-like manner, with vertical columns and horizontal rows. 
The location of an individual element is given by the coordinate pair (x, y) as shown in the figure below. 
Note that these coordinates are zero-based. 

CJacobian::SetJacobian 
int SetJacobian (double t, double* y) 

Return value 

Integer value indicating result of calculation of Jacobian 
d
d

f
y

. Normally, zero is used for success. You can 

define your own return codes to extend reporting of errors or successful returns. 

Parameters 
t Time at which function the Jacobian for f(y, t) must be calculated 
y Pointer to array that contains y vector for which Jacobian  must be evaluated 

Remarks 
Use the input arguments t and y to compute the Jacobian. When overriding this function, you can set the 
individual elements of matrix either by using the operator ( ) in combination with the this pointer or by 
using the protected double** m_ppdMemory.  
See the example below. 

class CMyJacobian: public CJacobian 
{ 
 CMyJacobian(); 

public: 
 virtual int SetJacobian(double t, double* y); 
} 

CMyJacobian::CMyJacobian(): CJacobian(2, 2) 
{ 
} 

int CMyJacobian::SetJacobian(double t, double* y) 
{ 
 // Check for zero value of y[1] 
 if (y[1] == 0.0) 
  return –1; // Indicates an error 

 m_ppdMemory[0][0] = cos(y[0]); 
 m_ppdMemory[0][1] = 2*y[1]; 
 (*this)(1, 0) = y[0]/y[1]*exp(y[0]); 
 (*this)(1, 1) = -exp(y[0])/pow(y[1], 2.0); 

 return 0; // Successful calculation 
} 
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CVector 
The CVector class incorporates standard algebraic vectors. Most of the common algebraic operations are 
available. 
See also CMatrix class for matrix and vector related operations. 

#include “Vectors.h” 
 
Construction 
CVector Constructor of base class object 
Create Creates or recreates a vector 

Attributes 
GetSize Number of elements in vector 
GetNorm Euclidean norm of vector 
Operations 
GetTranspose Transposes a vector to a matrix 
SetColumn Sets specified part of column vector 
Zero Standard vector addition and subtraction 
Operators 
-, + Standard vector addition and subtraction 
* Scalar-vector multiplication 
=, -=, +=, *= Vector-vector assignment operators 
( ) Zero based vector element access 
- ( ) Unary minus 
(double*) Conversion operator for vector memory access 
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CVector::CVector 
CVector () 
CVector (const CVector& rVector) 
CVector (int nSize, double dScalar = 0.0) 
CVector (int nSize, double* pdMemory) 

Parameters 
rVector Reference to vector for copy constructor 
nSize Size of vector (number of elements in column) 
dScalar Initial value for all elements in vector 
pdMemory Double array of same size as vector, with initial values for each element specified 

Remarks 
When a vector is created through the standard constructor, its size and corresponding memory will not be 
set. Be sure to call the Create function before assigning values to the vector’s elements or using the vector 
in calculations. Calling the Create function is not necessary, if the first operation used is the assignment 
operator =. In all other cases an assertion error will occur. 

CVector::Create 
void Create (int nSize) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 

nSize Number of elements for vector 

Remarks 

The Create function is needed to set the size and allocate memory for a vector whose size has not been set 
during creation. Additionally, it can be used to resize a vector. 
Calling Create will result in all elements being set to zero. Alternatively, you can set the elements to zero 
by calling the Zero function without the reallocation of memory. 

CVector::GetNorm 
double GetNorm () 

Return value 

Euclidean norm of n-sized vector x as given by formula 
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Parameters 

None. 

Remarks 

None. 
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CVector::SetColumn 
void SetColumn (int nFirstElement, int nSize, const double* pdMemory) 

Return value 

None. 

Parameters 

nFirstElement Zero-based element defined as start of sub-column 
nSize Number of elements to be set 
pdMemory Double array with sub-column values 

Remarks 

Use SetColumn function to set values of a continuous subset (sub-column) of elements in a vector. The 
size of the sub-column nSize must not be greater than the vector itself, nor can it pass the boundaries of 
the vector. Note that this action will not insert the sub-column into the original vector. Rather, it sets the 
elements one by one, starting from nFirstElement up to nFirstElement+nSize-1. Refer to the picture below 
for more details. 
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CVector::GetSize 
int GetSize () 

Return value 

Number of elements in the vector. 

Parameters 

None. 

Remarks 

None. 

CVector::GetTranspose 
CMatrix GetTranspose () 

Return value 

The transposed vector as a CMatrix object. 

Parameters 

None. 

Remarks 

By transposing a vector y a matrix yT is created instead of  a vector. The CVector class contains only n by 1 
vectors. All other dimensioned vectors are considered matrices and therefore instances of the CMatrix 
class. The only exception is a 1 by 1 object, which can be from either the CVector or CMatrix class. 
There is no Transpose function. The Transpose operation would alter the type of the object, which is not 
possible.  
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CVector::operator +, - 
CVector operator +, - (const CVector& rVector) const 

Return value 

The result of the vector-vector addition or subtraction. 

Parameters 

rVector Reference to vector to be added or subtracted 

Remarks 

The + and – operator calculate the result of the following two algebraic operations respectively 
yxzyxz −=+= and . 

CVector::operator * 
CVector operator * (const double dScalar) const 

Return value 

The result of the scalar-vector multiplication. 

Parameters 

rVector Reference to vector to be added or subtracted 

Remarks 

The * operator calculates the result of the algebraic operation 
xz ⋅= a  

where a is the parameter dScalar. 

CVector::operator double* 
double* operator double* () const 

Return value 

Pointer to the double array containing the values of the elements of the vector 

Parameters 

None. 

Remarks 

Use the double* operator to gain access to the otherwise private memory of the vector. This operator is 
particularly useful when low level C functions can be used, such as memcpy, or whenever a pointer is 
needed instead of element-wise access through the ( ) operator. See the example below. 

double init[3] = { 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 }; 
CVector a(3, init); 
double* copy = new double[a.GetSize()]; 

// Following statements 
for (int i = 0; i < a.GetSize; i++) 
 copy[i] = a(i); 
// are equivalent to 
memcpy(copy, (double*)a, sizeof(double)*a.GetSize()); 
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CVector::operator =, +=, -=, *= 
const CVector& operator = (const CVector& rVector)  
const CVector& operator += (const CVector& rVector)  
const CVector& operator -= (const CVector& rVector)  

Parameters 

rVector Reference to vector used in each of the assignments 

Remarks 

Usage of the addition and subtraction assignment operators considerably improves performance, since the 
construction and destruction of an intermediate object is avoided. See example below. 

double init[3] = { 2.0, -1.0, 3.0 }; 
CVector a(3, init), b(3); 

// Assignment operator 
b = a; 

// Addition assigment 
a += b; 
a = a+b; // Equivalent, but not as fast 

CVector::operator *= 
const CVector& operator *= (const double dScalar) 

Parameters 

dScalar Scalar value used in the multiplication assignement of the vector 

Remarks 

See also operator * for information on the performed calculation. 

CVector::operator ( ) 
double& operator ( ) (int x) const 

Return value 

Reference to the double value of the x th element of the vector. 

Parameters 

x Zero based index of the element of the vector to be accessed. 

Remarks 

The value of the parameter x must be greater than or equal to zero and cannot exceed the size of the 
vector minus one. This value can be obtained by GetSize()-1. A debug assertion will result if an 
incorrect value x is used. 

CVector::operator – ( ) 
CVector operator – ( ) const 

Return value 

Unary minus of the original vector. 

Parameters 

None. 

Remarks 

Multiplies all elements of the vector with minus one. 



Conclusions and suggestions 
Conclusions 

• The route of a problem definition towards the development of an application is best traveled 
along a predefined path as described in Chapter 3. The description of an abstract model based 
upon objects and translation into an implementation model consisting of classes are workable, 
intermediate steps from the problem definition to the actual application.  

• The algorithm for optimal estimation appears to be working. It is a fairly robust method to 
search for a solution of the two-point boundary value problem. The strength comes from the 
repetitive filtering actions performed on the set of data. Unfortunately, no mathematical proof 
is available for the existence of or convergence towards a solution. 

• An object-oriented model is, if well chosen and designed, easily extendible and maintainable. 
• The general description of state-space systems proved to be the most valuable in terms of 

applicability. It offers the possibility to introduce new types of systems descriptions without the 
requirement to enhance the object model. 

• Object-oriented programming asks for a different approach than is often used with the 
conventional programming languages. The learning curve is very steep and a lot of time must 
be invested before actual progress is made. Therefore, in short projects it is almost obligatory to 
be familiar with object-oriented programming. 

Suggestions and recommendations 

• For the aggregation of objects development with component object techniques are worth 
investigating. The Component Object Model (COM) offers a precise definition of the interfaces 
of a particular object. COM is the standard for component development. However, the 
programming of COM is a task not to be underestimated. 

• The possibility to create Matlab Mex files from the C++ core classes should be explored. If the 
integration into the Matlab environment can be established in this way, it offers the possibility 
to use M-files for user-defined systems and the interpreter nature of the Matlab environment. 

• Instead of using the equidistant storage of intermediate points in the time array a non-
equidistant approach can be examined. It is assumed that the stiffness of the differential 
equations reflects itself in the density of the points for a certain interval. On the smoother pass 
the differential equations are expected to be stiff where those of the filter pass where as well. It 
would then be possible to use a simple Runge-Kutta algorithm at the points of the stored time 
interval of the filter pass to correctly integrate the smoother pass. 

• The mathematical proof of convergence and a unique and optimal solution to the optimal 
estimation problem should be investigated. 

• The knowledge of estimation of parameters, or more precisely the experience in setting weight 
matrices still mainly determines the effectiveness with which a user can work with the TUE 
OptEst application. 
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